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0. Abstract 
Based on the current implementation of Learning Management Systems in Folkeskolen and the 

explicitly voiced concerns among teachers to that regard, this thesis seeks to investigate how 
strategies for digitisation are implemented in Folkeskolen, and how mandatory use of Learning 

Management Systems is received and practiced by users. The empirical setting is identified at 
Strandvejsskolen, where the implementation process of MeeBook is presently occurring, and 
secondary supporting empirical material is found in public strategies about national and municipal 

digitisation as well as strategies for improving the Danish Folkeskole. Drawing upon Actor-
Network-Theory and Michael Lipsky’s theory about street-level bureaucracies, the analysis is 
performed through a combined methodological framework, through which a case study with 

interviews, as well as an extensive reading of public policy is conducted. 

This thesis finds that teachers attribute a great deal of non-human political agency to Learning 

Management Systems in general, because they among other things believe them to be technological 
extensions of the 2013 Reform of Folkeskolen. The extent and type of agency teachers attribute, 
together with their personal opinion about the Reform-specific functionalities, then influence what 

amount and type of discretion they display in their daily operations. I problematise the reality of this 
conclusion, because it might result in an increasing immaterial distance between teachers as one 
actor group and the management and counsellors who are responsible for implementation as another 

actor group. Based on observations made during data-collection and contemporary literature about 
organisations in the Internet era, a discussion about the illusion of stability in systems’ 
implementation in the public sector is then opened, and additional insights to Lipsky’s theory is 

concurrently introduced.  
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1. Introduction 
This thesis is an investigation into the current implementation of Learning Management Systems 
(LMS) in Danish public schools. It concerns itself with what in Danish is called Folkeskolen, which 
covers 0-9th grade. It aims at describing how policy regarding LMS is introduced, as well as 
analysing how LMS is implemented in schools and ultimately received by its primary user-group; 
teachers. This is why I have chosen to approach the topic qualitatively through interviews with 
teachers at Strandvejsskolen - a Copenhagen school with a newly opened IT competency centre 
with on-site IT counsellors, where all teachers have been required to use an LMS called Meebook 
since the beginning of the school year (August 2016). I am interested in the public policy 
concerning LMS implementation, because LMS play part in a bigger political initiative called 
Brugerportalsinitiativet, as well as other public strategies for digitisation. In order to understand 
both policy and teacher-experience with LMS so far, I will make use of two theoretical frameworks; 
Actor-Network-Theory (ANT) and what I will refer to as the Street-Level Bureaucracy (SLB) 
framework, drawing upon Michael Lipsky’s influential theory from 1980 . Briefly put, ANT 1

provides me with the concepts and the terminology to identify what types of agency is attributed to 
the political strategies and initiatives related to LMS, along with examples of heterogeneity and 
network effects within the production- and implementation process. SLB on the other hand allows 
for me to identify teachers as ‘street-level bureaucrats’, representing the public servants that are in 
direct contact with citizens. SLB enables me to analyse how selected teachers as actors experience 
these strategies and systems, and how they cope and react to mandatory changes to their 
professional lives, as well as how that might result in acts of discretion and even policy-making. 
The core investigation of this thesis is situated in fall of 2016 and represents a certain time in 
specific LMS implementation. I do, however, in order to provide greater context for the analysis, 
find it important to also go into detail with some historical background for how the public sector has 
evolved and been influenced by technological advances and new public administrative ideologies.  
 
With this investigation, I seek to answer the following question, and secondary sub-questions: 

  How are strategies for digitisation implemented in Folkeskolen, and how is mandatory use     
  of Learning Management Systems received and practiced by users at Strandvejsskolen? 

- What types of agency is attributed to human and non-human actors involved with LMS 
implementation, and by who? 

- What are some of the biggest concerns related to LMS implementation from the street-level 
bureaucrat’s perspective, and how does it result in discretionary action? 

 I refer to Lipsky’s theory as SLB in the lack of a name for his framework, and for the purpose of having one point of reference to the theoretical 1

conviction.
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Besides paying relatively much attention to the historical context for public digitisation, this 

research will in some ways then also be an investigation into the role of the street-level bureaucrats 
today, where efficiency requirements, technology and digitisation highly influences the public 
sector in which they operate. Throughout the analysis, especially based on the qualitative methods, I 

hope to be able to discuss how one can add additional contemporary insights to Lipsky’s theory. 
Before introducing the theoretical frameworks more in depth, in the following I will provide some 
helpful general insights about the current digital nature of Denmark, as well as a more thorough 

description of what a Learning Management System is and by which institutions its related policies 
were originally introduced.  

1.1 Denmark - Digital By Default 
Denmark has been identified as one of the most digital countries in the world, even as the most 
digital country in Europe (DESI 2016) . This partly has to do with the public efforts to supply all 2

Danish citizens with stable and wide-reaching connectivity through strong IT-infrastructure, as well 
as the ease of access to digital public services, or what the National Agency for Digitisation (NAD) 
would call digital welfare. This includes positive effects of e-government in accommodating the 

people’s needs more effectively and efficiently, e.g. through faster processing of benefit requests, or 
saving taxpayer money, e.g. through digital procurement systems. 
 

Figure 1: DK and EU average comparison (DESI)               Figure 2: DK and EU comparison (DESI) 

 The Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI) is a composite index that summarises relevant indicators on Europe’s digital performance and tracks 2

the evolution of EU member states in digital competitiveness. The indicators are; connectivity, human capital, use of internet, integration of digital 
technology, and digital public services. 
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The DESI (European Commission 2016) mentions that Denmark is gradually implementing a 

digital by default strategy for the most used citizen’s public services, taking advantage of the high 
percentage of e-government users. According to DESI that percentage is as much as 71%, based on 
how many Internet users return filled forms online to the public authorities, which is the second 

highest in the EU. The Danish Ministry of Business and Growth commented positively on 
Denmark’s leading position, emphasising that it was caused by: “Danish corporations’ ability to 
integrate new digital technology and the digital public sector.” (EVM 2016).  

Denmark has a strong tradition of introducing strategies for digitising many elements of the public 
sector, and since the NAD was established in 2011 under the Ministry of Finance (MoF), the NAD 

in cooperation with the government have introduced extensive measures to digitise communication 
and relations between citizens and the state. Public strategies for digitisation have however been 
introduced in Denmark since the 1990s, which I will get back to in chapter 2.   

The political focus and priority to create and maintain a digital public sector is something I will get 
more into detail with throughout the historical contextual introduction to the analysis, because it is 

very central to what I am investigating in Folkeskolen. Because while Denmark’s digital 
competencies are widely applauded both nationally and internationally and across professional 

fields, the actual initiatives of digitisation of several parts of the public sector have not always been 
welcomed by the some of the people directly influenced by it. Efforts to digitise communication 
between state and citizens are accused of not being inclusive for certain population groups, like 

elderly or disabled people, and public caseworkers and teachers complain that increasingly more 
work hours are now spent with administrative tasks rather than directly servicing citizens or 
teaching children. But it is not only the groups whose social situation is not taken acceptably into 

account that are relevant. Lund Tovgaard (2015) argues that the technical and practical elements of 
digitisation might be the least important ones to overcome, and that we should rather take seriously 
the cultural and social challenges and differences also amongst workers that emerge with increasing 

technology e.g. at the local civil service offices (Borgerservice). Marinus Jensen (2015) equally 
identifies how the intrinsic belief that 80% of the population will easily adjust to digitisation of 
communication between state and citizen is flawed, because it then removes focus from the 80% 

and their possible issues, while only focusing on the 20% that for various reasons (like disability, 
age, language) are unable to use the digital services. And Østergaard Madsen & Kræmmergaard 
(2015) point out that there are still various non-digital, traditional channels for government 

transactions being used today, because e-government is still unable to meet the needs of the citizens. 
So even though Denmark is experiencing recognised progress in public digitisation, there are plenty 
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of examples of neglected attention towards some citizen-groups and public professionals, where 

instead of ‘improvements’, digitisation brings some type of struggle.  

The above mentioned examples are directly linked to the eGovernment strategy from 2011, which 

was the first strategy published by NAD in cooperation with Local Government Denmark, or 
Kommunernes Landsforening (KL), and the Regions. The strategy’s goals for digitising all 
communication between the public sector and citizens and firms have resulted in a lot of similar 

research, addressing in particular the consequences for different groups of citizens, but also for 
street-level bureaucrats. 

In all parts of the Danish public sector experiencing digitisation and change led on by continuous 
technological development, Folkeskolen in particular is relevant. I say so because Folkeskolen is 
and has been undergoing a lot of changes over the last couple of years. Not all of the change has to 

do with digitisation, as I will get back to, but central elements of teachers’ work routines and 
teaching methods are increasingly influenced by digital requirements and new systems. In October 
2014 KL and the Danish government - more specifically the Ministry of Children, Education and 

Equality (Ministry of CEE) - entered into an agreement that all 98 municipalities in Denmark had to 
choose an LMS that were to be implemented in every folkeskole around the country. The agreement 

was reached through KL and the Government’s Agreement for the municipalities’ economy for 2017 
(Økonomiaftalen for 2017) (KL & Regeringen, 2016). The agreement was presented as being an 
addition to the then current municipal digitisation strategy (Den Fælleskommunale 

Digitaliseringsstrategi 2011-2015), but from now on referred to as the DFD2011 (KL, FAQ).  

The DFD2011 was published at the same time as the eGovernment strategy, and was intended to 

support the municipalities’ decision-making and policy based on the nationally formulated 
objectives. Within both strategies there were several points of interest, like digitisation strategies for 
the job-market, health, environment, culture, and education and Folkeskolen (KL, Kommunerne & 

KOMBIT, 2010). This means that the priority to make LMS implementation mandatory partly 
should be seen in the light of the national strategies for digitising more elements of the public 
sector. I say partly because LMS is not explicitly mentioned in these strategies on their publication 

date, but on account of LMS policy situating itself within the parameter of the strategies, I argue 
that the objectives of the strategies (streamlining, optimising etc.) should also be viewed as some of 
the objectives of LMS. How these strategies are legitimising and referencing each other is 

something I will get back to in the analysis.   
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1.2 Learning Management Systems 
When it comes to LMS in general, it is important to mention that LMS are also developed for and 
used in other professional fields than schools, such as the healthcare or pharmaceutical industries 
and even marketing and advertising services (Mindflash). For educational purposes and specifically 

the ones currently being introduced in Danish schools, though, an LMS functions as a digital frame 
capable of encompassing digital learning resources, public and formal goals for learning, 
performance evaluation, course overviews, and some communication between students, teachers 

and parents. Although an LMS might also posses the ability to provide remote teaching, this is not 
its primary function in Folkeskolen. Rather it is intended to support teaching by offering a platform, 
where a teacher can use e-learning materials actively in the class (including videos, links and live-

streaming), freeing up monetary resources from books and paperbacks. The LMS also has 
embedded functions for evaluation, where the teacher can track and comment a student’s progress 
and vice versa, in that the student can both evaluate his/her own performance as well as the 

teacher’s teaching. On the more practical side, a teacher can plan his/her courses for both students 
(elevplaner) where each student’s goals are determined, and the entire year (årsplaner) where all 
classes and prioritised learning goals are specified. Another important element of an LMS is its 

functions for sharing, which is intended to allow all teachers across courses, and even schools and 
municipal borders to share their material (undervisningsforløb) for other teachers to use. So a 
typical LMS in a Danish school today has both administrative and teaching related functions, all of 

which are important for how the systems are received and reacted towards by teachers. Teacher 
responses, however, I will not go into detail with before the analysis. 

The reason for going into detail with LMS specifically is that as of now, while conducting the 
research for this thesis, there is a lot happening with mandatory requirements, deadlines as well as 
political and public discussions about it. Briefly put, it has become mandatory for all municipalities 

to acquire an LMS, it has become mandatory for all schools to implement the LMS chosen in their 
municipality, and it has become mandatory for all teachers to begin using the LMS at their school in 

their everyday work life. There are practicalities to what ‘mandatory’ exactly means today, as well 
as deadlines for implementation and use. As an example, so far for teachers it is only mandatory to 
use some of the functions, like the planning tools (elev- og årsplaner), while other functions (e.g. 

sharing material) are only expected to be played with or tried out until further notice. The 
implementation ratio is also different from school to school, and some municipalities have not 
acquired an LMS yet. But regardless of how far the process of 100% implementation has come, 

LMS as a topic in general is a big political priority, and likewise public concern right now. 
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Another mandatory aspect of LMS is that the private developers of the systems are also expected to 

fulfil certain requirements, in order to even be considered for acquisition. This is partly because 
choosing and implementing an LMS should also be seen as part of Brugerportalsinitiativet (BPI) as 
previously mentioned. The BPI is a state-led initiative aimed at Folkeskolen, ensuring the 

introduction of a single new digital solution to combine all current IT-based systems (KL, 2015) 
which is why new LMS are required to be compatible with other systems, as well as encompassing 
the specific political priorities embedded in the BPI. The significance of the BPI, the above 

mentioned public strategies for digitisation, as well as other public initiatives are thus crucial for the 
inherent characteristics of LMS implementation today, and I will get back to them continuously 
throughout this thesis. 
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2. Literature & Theory 
This research should be seen as exploring three overall relevant elements for digitisation in 

Folkeskolen 1) societal changes and tendencies, which have influenced characteristics of the public 
sector over the long-term to allow for digitisation and LMS implementation, 2) the networks 

shaping and producing policy for digitisation efforts, and 3) the insights from street-level 
experiences with LMS. This means that I will investigate rather newly introduced digitisation 
efforts in a part of the public sector where actors have traditionally been quite autonomous in their 

daily operations (Laursen & Bjerresgaard, 2009), through what many call method autonomy 
(metodefrihed) (Aastrup Rømer, 2015). This aspect of autonomy will prove to play an important 
part in the analysis. Approaching such a topic means approaching quite an interdisciplinary field, 

where both pedagogics, didactics, public administration, policy, IT, systems development and much 
more come into play. For the purpose of being able to provide any useful new knowledge and 
contributing to the literature within this field, it is necessary to further narrow down exactly which 

elements are being investigated and through the use of what theory.  

As mentioned in the introduction, in the implementation of LMS at its current state, it is my 

argument that teachers as a group are the most affected by it on a daily basis. I say so because it - as 
the name suggests - is a system to manage learning, and teachers are undoubtedly the ones 
ultimately responsible for learning in Folkeskolen. As I will also discuss throughout this thesis, one 

can however question whether an LMS actually manages learning, and not teaching? The before-
mentioned functions of a typical LMS have a lot to do with teaching rather than learning, and 
arguably the management and control over how teaching is performed and evaluated. I will keep 

this connotation in mind in the analysis, but regardless of choice of words, I still find teachers as 
sources for qualitative data a central part of the empirical material. This is also why I find Michael 
Lipsky’s SLB framework so relevant, because it ascribes influence and capability to teachers in 

policy, which in literature is often dominated by hierarchical frames of reference. More so, since the 
mandatory use of LMS has become an official policy and a related public administrative task, the 
political network in which requirements, deadlines and implementation for the LMS is introduced, 

is of equal interest. I say so because the effects of that network and the consequences for what is 
attributed to the technology itself, is what the teachers are forced to deal with. This is why the 

framework of Actor-Network-Theory (ANT) is helpful in providing a theoretical framework for 
seeing teachers and new digital systems in a broader context than the day-to-day. Rather they are 
part of a complex network where agency is distributed upon multiple heterogenous actors. Not 
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much unlike SLB’s reversed hierarchical perspectives, ANT shares the conviction that agency 

cannot a priori by placed with one actor over another. 

2.1 Presentation of Core Theories 
The combination in-practice of these two core theories will be introduced in the methodology 
chapter (see chapter 3), while for now a thorough and separate introduction to the two theories will 
follow. The two theories can be located in different spheres of theory so to speak, but also in 

different times. ANT is a relatively young theoretical strain of thought, and is still transforming, 
whereas SLB is older and has become more of a classic addition to public administration, public 
policy theory and sociology. Both, though, are highly influential and contemporarily used because 

they inherently challenge existing theoretical convictions. 

2.1.1 Actor-Network-Theory 
The core of ANT can be many things depending on who you ask, and according to various literature 
(Law & Hassard, 1999; Gad & Bruun Jensen, 2010) ANT is also a dynamic approach in constant 
transformation. According to Law (1992) the core of ANT has to do with understanding and 

analysing the mechanics of power and how e.g. organisations become powerful and ‘macro-social’ 
through network effects. Law argues that the task of sociology is to characterise the ways in which 
materials - which can be anything from agents, text, devices, architectures - join together to 

generate themselves and reproduce institutional and organisational patterns in the network of the 
social (1992: 379-380). This means that the production or reproduction of an actor-network is just 
as interesting as the relations within and across it.  

For the purpose of this analysis I will make use of theoretical and methodological tools from the 
ANT approach, specifically drawing upon the concepts introduced by Law (1992) and Latour 

(1996), for several reasons. First, the overall topic of Folkeskolen is complex, because it is made up 
of so many elements, both material and conceptual, while at the same time being directly influenced 
by public policy, administration, municipalities and sitting government agenda. Seeing Folkeskolen 

in this light creates a premise for advantageously regarding Folkeskolen and its inherent 
characteristics and surrounding environment as actor-networks. Doing so can help identify agency 
in different actors and network effects, ultimately with the objective to understand the reality in 

which teachers operate. Second, ANT provides theoretical convictions about what constitutes an 
actor, which means perceiving a human and a non-human actor as potentially having equal agency 

over the relations in a given network. Since a technical solution lies in the middle of this research, 
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non-human agency is certainly relevant. Lastly, I argue that in my case it strengthens the research to 

incorporate ANT with SLB. The combination of both theories into one framework will be 
thoroughly argued for in chapter 3 and 4. 

Originally ANT was interested in the sociology of science and built upon the constructivist 
approach that (scientific) knowledge was a social product and should be seen as an effect of a 
network of heterogeneous materials. This can be confirmed by looking to one of the so-called 

founding fathers of ANT, Bruno Latour and his influential work Science In Action: How to Follow 
Scientists and Engineers through Society (1987). Here he calls for empirical studies of science and 
technology itself, introducing influential concepts such as the Black Box. Latour (1987) described 

how science should never be studied finished, but rather in action, meaning that it’s a given 
network’s consolidation and establishment of scientific ‘facts’ ANT is interested in. Latour thus 
highlighted the persuasive and even political methods one must use in order to establish a scientific 

or technological fact, and that science is not just ready-made - one needs inscriptions, references, 
and other scientific allies to support the arguments. 

Law, however, argues that scientific knowledge is not special in this regard and that knowledge as a 
social product and a network effect can be said to cover the rest of society as well, inherently 

contributing to the notion that ANT is an approach in constant development. Many ANT-authors  
(Callon: 1986; Haraway: 1988, 1992; Mol & Law, 2002, etc.) have contributed new literature and 
findings about ANT throughout the years, arguing that additional and challenging literature in fact 

strengthens the method itself. Latour (1996) later went on to comment on the misuse of the method 
throughout the years, e.g. arguing that spatial metaphors, like the fictive top and bottom of society, 
were so deeply embedded in the sociology discipline that ANT needed to be thoroughly reexplained 

in new contexts (1996: 6). This meant leaving more space for unfolding the concepts of network, 
actors, agency and the basic agenda for ANT rather than describing methodological steps for 
studying scientific knowledge production, which makes Latour’s 1996 text more useful for this 

analysis than Science in Action from 1987. I say so first of all because the concepts are explicitly 
explained in a context that is not the laboratory or another place responsible for producing the 
scientific knowledge, like one experiences in Science in Action. That makes it more relevant for this 

analysis, because my analysis is situated in another context than scientific knowledge - which is one 
that is political, bureaucratic and influencing public servants at the street-level. Second of all the 
criticism of embedded spatial metaphors, like fictive tops and bottoms of society, raised by Latour 

is a criticism I can apply to my own interpretation of the empirical material of this analysis. I will 
return to this, when I introduce the methodological framework, but briefly important to mention is 
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that I had a tendency to also view policy-making and bureaucratic structures as something vertical 

before approaching this research. Applying ANT forces a reconsideration of such a top-down point 
of view, and it is one that I, as a researcher, have to pay close attention to.  

Some essential concepts of ANT have to be covered in order to make appropriate use of it later on 
in the analysis. As previously recited these concepts are actors and networks. According to Latour 
(1996) an actor is a semiotic definition of something that acts or to which activity is granted by 

others, or potential for action is a given. In ANT terminology it is also referred to as an actant. It 
implies no special motivation of human individual actors, nor of humans in general. An actant can 
literally be anything provided it is granted to be the source of an action. The concept of an actor in 

ANT has been misunderstood and thus misused for the purpose of researching power relations, 
which is by no means the agenda of ANT, argues Latour (1996: 7). “If one adds this definition of an 
actor to the social definition of a network then the bottom of misunderstanding is reached: an 

individual human - usually male - who wishes to grab power makes a network of allies and extend 
his power - doing some “networking” or “liaising” as Americans say…" (Ibid.) I argue that the 
most important takeaway from the actor concept is the idea that an actor can be literally anything; a 

person, a technology, a text and so forth. An institution can appear to be an actor, because we see it 
acting with a shared voice or goal. In reality that would be a network, which has managed to appear 

as a unity, making it almost invisible as a network (Law, 1992: 385). Law coins these effects of 
simplifications as punctualisations, and further argues that deep and wide networks are more easily 
punctualised, because their efforts or actions are often taken for granted and are perceived crucial 

for society’s well-being (Ibid.).  

This obviously leads me to the importance of clarifying the concept of networks in ANT, which is a 

very central part of the theory. First of all it is important to note that networks and actor-networks 
are often used to cover the same thing. Coming back to Law, he also clarifies that it is not just 
traditional scientific knowledge that can be depicted as social products; institutions, concepts and 

phenomena like family, the economy or private organisations, etc., are all ordered networks of 
heterogeneous materials whose resistance have been overcome (1992: 381). Law (1992) pays great 
attention to the ordering (or pattering) of networks and describes it as a process to make a 

heterogenous network appear as a single point actor. An obvious example is that of attributing a 
certain characteristic to an entire government, and often forgetting the countless bits and pieces that 
make up a national government (1992: 381). This also plays well together with Lipsky, because he 

too questions how people can really be surprised when a public agency does not appear to act in 
exact accordance with its official goals. Obviously, both SLB and ANT argue, they cannot because 
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workers across all organisational level do not by default share the core values. Thus, networks are 

made up of all types of actors and no networks are homogenous, although they can appear so if they 
are properly ordered by its inherent actors. This is also where resistance comes in, because it has to 
do with the barriers networks have to overcome in order to go from being unordered to being 

ordered. This resistance can be of internal and external character, and staying with the example 
about the government being perceived as a single actor, resistance can count everything from bad 
press coverage, to cross-party policy disagreements or public demonstrations. This also means that 

resistance is not something a network overcomes one time, and is then free of. It is a constant 
process to reach ordering or punctualisation, which is what Law means by materials joining 
together to generate themselves and reproduce institutional and organisational patterns in the 

networks of the social (1992: 379). This theoretical view on constant process is something I will 
come back to, when I have introduced more street-level insights in the analysis, because it might 
provide a helpful concept for explaining the perpetual state of change that street-level bureaucrats 

experience through increasing technological demands. 

Latour (1996) contributes to the concept of networks and argues for its use in remembering to 

attribute equal importance to all networks, exactly because of ANT’s inherent belief that top and 
bottom are fictional classifications. The only difference between networks can be denseness and 

length, while all are equally wide and important, and the notion of networks allows researchers to 
escape spatial metaphors; close/far, up/down, inside/outside, because they are now rather 
associations and connections. “The notion of network allows us to dissolve the micro- macro- 

distinction that has plagued social theory from its inception. (…) it has no a priori order relation; it 
is not tied to the axiological myth of a top and of a bottom of society; it makes absolutely no 
assumption whether a specific locus is macro- or micro- and does not modify the tools to study the 

element ‘a’ or the element ‘b’.” (Latour, 1996: 5).  

Although it is called a theory ANT does not usually explain why or how a network takes a certain 

form. Rather, ANT is a way of exploring the relational ties within a network. It is not, in other 
words, a theory of anything, but rather a method, or a how-to approach as Latour (2005) puts it.   

Important to understand is the theoretical conviction of ANT that basically everything one can 
imagine is made up by heterogenous materials, which can be non-human as well as human. The 
non-hierarchical view of empirical material is a very central quality to ANT, and an interesting view 

to adopt in the analysis of an academic field such as Folkeskolen. Folkeskolen is located in the 
midst of various political entities and priorities, and my original taken-for-granted assumption was 
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that actors on all ‘levels’ feel more or less powerful or influential than people placed either ‘below’ 

or ‘above’ them. Seeing all actors as having equal potential impact on the totality of the network 
can suddenly provide me with the theoretical approach to limit some of those assumptions. The 
same can be said to apply to Lipsky’s theory about street-level bureaucrats as policy-makers, 

because it in some ways follows the background/foreground reversal ideal from ANT (Latour, 1996: 
3), which attributes the often underestimated entities in a network more substance and more agency. 

The following two concepts from ANT will be mentioned in the analysis, which is why I will 
introduce them here; material semiotic actor and obligatory passage point. Obligatory passage  
points was introduced by Callon (1986) as a feature of actor-networks, usually associated with the 

initial process of punctualisations or mechanics of power and can be thought of as the narrow end of 
a funnel, where actors are forced to come together to converge on a topic. It is my reading that an 
obligatory passage point can be an active actor in the network, that other actors have to more or less 

conform to in order for a punctualisation to happen. An example of an obligatory passage point in 
this thesis could be an influential teacher, systems’ requirements or even an entire political agency. 
A material semiotic actor sumps up rather perfectly one of the essences of ANT - that an actor is 

both material and semiotic, the actors consists of human and non-human elements. The inherent 
methodology of ANT is sometimes also described as a material semiotic method, because it 

investigates relations that are simultaneously between things and between concepts. In this thesis it 
will be introduced in relation to the reading of textual material, as inspired by Bruun Jensen & 
Lauritsen (2005), which is perhaps a bit different from a traditional material semiotic actor, like a 

person, who embodies objects of knowledge are material semiotic generative nodes (Haraway: 
1992). A text is arguably not human, but it does posses human agency and it should be regarded as 
something that has effect on the environment in which it is introduced.  

2.1.2 Street-level Bureaucracy 
Important to understand from Michael Lipsky’s work is his basic conviction that public street-level 

bureaucracies are of outmost importance in understanding policy. Particularly in order to understand 
why some political agencies appear to perform contrary to their own rules and goals, we need to 
know how the rules are experienced by workers and to what other pressures they are subjected 

(1980: xi). In Street-level Bureaucracy, which was first published in 1980, Lipsky defines street-
level bureaucrats as the individuals who are employed in street-level bureaucracies. These are the 
“agencies whose workers interact with and have wide discretion over the dispensation of benefits or 

the allocation of public sanctions” (Ibid.). Typical street-level workers are teachers, social workers, 
police officers, doctors, health visitors and so forth. It is thus a notion which encompasses a wide 
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range of welfare services as well as embracing both professionals and non-professionals.  By 

focusing on these specific types of actors in organisational life, Lipsky removes focus from 
traditional analyses of legislative activity and high-ranking policy-makers. The definition, 
identification and understanding of street-level bureaucrats is important, Lipsky argues, because of 

their intrinsic part in policy making. They are major recipients of public expenditure and represent a 
significant portion of public activity on local level. More so they represent only direct channel 
through which citizens experience government, and thus their actions are the policies provided by 

government (1980: xvi). Regardless of top-management’s intention and agenda for policy 
implementation, the policy in place is enacted and brought to life through the street-level 
bureaucrats’ practices; the decisions, routines and invested devices to cope with uncertainties and 

pressure effectively become the public policy, they are carrying out. Thus “(…) public policy is not 
best understood as made in legislatures or top-floor suites of high-ranking administrators, because 
in important ways it is actually made in the crowded offices and daily encounters of street-level 

workers” (1980: xi). Lipsky’s approach shifts focus from the policy as intended from its 
formulators, and shifts it towards the policy as practiced on a daily basis. Lipsky’s goal is to 
encourage the exploration of differences in public services (thus arguing that they cannot all by 

default be lumped together) as well as contribute to an understanding of central tendencies they 
share (concurrently arguing that street-level bureaucrats share broad characteristics in general). 

Throughout his book Lipsky often mentions teachers as a classic example of a street-level 
bureaucrat, which obviously is practical for, and further justifies, its applicability for my analysis. 

Since this research concerns itself with the educational sphere of teachers and Folkeskolen, I find it 
relevant to mention, in accordance with not ‘lumping people together’, that there obviously are 
differences between a front-desk worker at Borgerservice and a teacher in the classroom. The 

relation or even transactions between citizen and bureaucrat are different, and thus digitisation also 
affects them differently. Digitisation has for many employees in Borgerservice meant being either 
discharged or relocated, but for teachers digitisation most likely has to do with new work routines 

through new systems, exactly like LMS. This is relevant to keep in mind when seeing a whole 
profession in the light of Lipsky’s SLB, because the nature of that profession’s work is highly 
dependent on what e.g. digitisation could ultimately result in.  

At the time of publication in 1980, the idea of assigning policy-making capabilities to low-level 
public workers such as police officers or caseworkers was new. And although some argue that 

Lipsky’s analysis reached curiously muted impact, despite its enormous potential (Hudson 1989), 
Lipsky’s ideas have been described as novel and rich on perspective in adding knowledge to 
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practice in public bureaucracies by others (Evans & Harris, 2004; Hill, 2003). Previous to the entry 

of Lipsky in this field of policy analysis, one can argue that the literature was prone to dealing with 
how policy was made, the content of it, or its civil consequences, rather than ascribing importance 
to how e.g. a social worker or caseworker interpreted the policy in his/her everyday operations - 

how he/she practiced it. Gordon, Lewis & Young (1977) found the primary distinction to be 
between whether analysis was for or of policy, where both saw policy as something that were, and 
while such perspectives are certainly valid and not at least helpful for conducting other types of 

research, but one can also imagine the novelty in what Lipsky argued at the time. 

Dilemma and Discretion 
Lipsky’s subtitle for the book, Dilemmas of the Individual in Public Services, is quite telling about 
the focus of his theory. He is invested in discussing the role of the individual, which is a theoretical 
choice I will hang on to for parts of my own analysis. Lipsky’s concept of the individual actually 

takes different forms; it relates both to the civil individual (on the receiving side of the public 
servant’s actions), the public servant (the street-level bureaucrat) and the manager of the worker 
(the creator of policy or middle link between street-level worker and higher administration). I argue, 

not surprisingly, that Lipsky’s primary focus is the public servant - the individual welfare worker - 
because he/she first of all is the one individual of the three experiencing the biggest dilemmas 
operating in the public service sector, according to Lipsky, and secondly because one of primary 

goals of the theory is exploring street-level bureaucrats as policy-makers. Lastly I would argue that 
the book’s title also emphasises its point of entry. One of the dilemmas for said street-level 

bureaucrats, and probably the most profound of the many, is the basic conflict between wishing to 
provide good service for the individual citizen on the one hand, and yet experiencing to be forced to 
practice service based on mass-scale requirements on the other. “Teachers, social workers, public 

interest lawyers, and police officers in part seek out these occupations because of their potential as 
socially useful roles. Yet the very nature of this work prevents them from coming even close to the 
ideal conception of their jobs. Large classes or huge caseloads and inadequate resources combine 

with the uncertainties of method and the unpredictability of clients to defeat their aspirations as 
service workers.” (1980: xii).  

As an example, ideally a teacher should respond to the needs of an individual child, while in 
practice they must develop techniques to respond to children as a collective in a class, which is a 
hard continuous practice. This is why the street-level bureaucrats that do not burn out or drop out 

often, in order to survive the pressure, perfect these types of techniques, but not without adjusting 
their attitudes to reflect lower expectations for themselves, their clients, and the potential of public 
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policy. “Street-level bureaucrats often spend their work lives in a corrupted world of service. They 

believe themselves to be doing the best they can under adverse circumstances, and they develop 
techniques to salvage service and decision-making values within the limits imposed upon them by 
the structure of the work. They develop conceptions of their work and of their clients that narrow 

the gap between their personal and work limitations and the service ideal.” (1980: xiii). This means 
that Lipsky is not criticising those choices and techniques performed by workers, rather he criticises 
the system in which they operate, and argues that a study in policy has to be a study of policy in 

action. It is rather bold to state that street-level bureaucrats operate in a corrupted world of service, 
but I don’t read the word corruption in its modern use, which is often monetary. Rather I believe it 
means distorted and it can be argued that Lipsky refers to his previous statements concerning the 

hard balance between compassion and flexibility on the one side, and impartiality and rule 
application on the other (1980: 14-15) meaning that providing a public welfare service is not as 
service-minded in reality as a street-level bureaucrat might wish for. 

Lipsky argues that street-level bureaucrats have relative autonomy from organisational authority, 
not only through control over which service consumers or clients get what service, but also from the 

agency they are employed by. The way in which this can be identified is through what Lipsky coins 
as discretion. Discretion is enacted continuously throughout the day of a street-level bureaucrat, 

meaning that the worker is making decisions all day visible only to the worker making them. 
Arguably, so do various other low-level workers, e.g. in private organisations, but low-level 
workers in public services make them with more discretion and potentially higher social impact,  

because of their direct contact with citizens, according to Lipsky. This autonomy or what could also 
be identified as agency, though, is accompanied by the before-mentioned dilemma of working at the 
near end-link of a welfare supply chain of resource allocation where demand far exceeds supply. 

My reading is that this inherently makes the autonomy of the street level-worker a type of burden, 
which is why Lipsky uses the terminology of dilemmas and not the powers of the individual in 
public services. To further emphasise this, one can look at the rhetorical questions posed Lipsky: 

“Should street-level bureaucrats look for other work rather than perpetuate unfair, ineffective, or 
destructive public practices, possibly resulting in leaving their clients with others with even less 
concern for service ideals? Should they stay on, contributing to discredited and sometimes 

brutalising public agencies - fighting a losing battle against cynicism while watching as service 
ideals are transformed into struggles for personal benefits?”  (1980: 20) 

Lipsky exemplifies means of discretion through various worker positions, like policemen deciding 
who to arrest for a minor offence and who not to, or judges choosing which sentences to be 
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suspended and which to be prolonged, and even teachers deciding who to punish or who to provide 

extra care towards. All simple examples, but very typical and representative of the subjective 
decisions made on-site everyday. Lipsky mentions that “Clearly what does or does not constitute a 
dirty look is a matter of some subjectivity.” (1980: 14). The brief but nonetheless central comment 

highlights personal preference as a central part of discretion. One could argue that a police officer 
does not have to distinguish between who to pursue and who not to - meaning performing discretion 
- but Lipsky would say that they actually do. Firstly, street-level bureaucrats often work under 

conditions too complicated to reduce to ‘programmatic formats’, meaning that they cannot carry 
around instructions on how to intervene with citizens, especially not under stressful circumstances. 
In an educational context, Lipsky mentions that contemporary philosophy about education points to 

the fact that every child requires a response appropriate to a specific learning context, meaning that 
there is no one-size-fits-all scenario a teacher can go to, thus requiring personal decision-making.  

Similarly, street-level bureaucrats have discretion because the accepted definition of their tasks call 
for sensitive observation and judgment to the human dimensions of a situation. While we, e.g. as 
parents, want teachers to treat all children equally, we also want them to able to perceive the unique 

potential of a single child. Lipsky sums up that “In short, to a degree the society seeks not only 
impartiality from its public agencies but also compassion for special circumstances and flexibility 

in dealing with them.” (1980: 15). 

Lipsky emphasises that street-level bureaucrats’ autonomy does not mean that they are unrestrained 

by rules or directives from management by default. On the contrary. The major dimensions of 
public policy are shaped by the ‘top-level’ - policy elites, political entities and administrations - 
which account for the degree of standardisation present in public programmes. This is interesting 

for this exact research, because standardisation and digitisation seen in the light of political priority 
are very closely linked. As an example, one of the overall objective of the eGovernment Strategy 
from 2011 was “to modernise welfare benefits and streamline the public sector.” (NAD, 

Regeringen, KL & Regionerne, 2011). So what Lipsky mentions as directives imposed from above 
aimed to standardise parts of the public sector can be almost directly translated to state-initiated 
efforts to digitise elements of Folkeskolen’s activities. This could prove relevant because in the 

context of standardisation Lipsky observes that increasing rules of any kind may be contradictory to 
one another, so that they can only be reinforced selectively (1980: 14) - thus reinforcing actions of 
discretion.  
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All of this might suggest that discretion only has to do with how street-level bureaucrats make 

decisions on the spot in a given context that might not represent everyday actions. I argue, though, 
that this is not the case and that it is another type of discretion, which is enforced by the elements 
just mentioned, that is more interesting and also most relevant for this research. Those are the more 

systematic choices and practices performed by a street-level bureaucrat, such as a teacher, which 
make their workday and -load more doable even if it is not in direct coherence with the practices 
expected of them. This notion of discretion might also suggest that subjective decision-making only 

happens at street-level and rarely in policy-making at government and institutional level. Obviously, 
I argue, it is not. Subjectivity and discretion can possibly be identified throughout the chain of 
commands and implementation but the difference is that exactly the role of street-level bureaucrats 

and their discretion having direct policy-making functions was under-investigated previously to 
Lipsky’s theory, not to forget that the street-level bureaucrats are the only ones in direct contact 
with citizens, making them the face of the state.  

Since the 1980s there has been a lot of literature concerning itself with the role of street-level 
bureaucrats. Evans & Harris (2004) observe that the later relevant literature represents two different 

perspectives; either arguing for the continuation of discretion or for a reduction in discretion (2004: 
874). Those contending that Lipsky’s notion of street-level discretion continues to hold value 

almost 20 years later (Ellis et al. 1999; Baldwin, 1998) are not necessarily agreeing on the 
consequences of said discretion, Ellis, Davis & Rummery (1999) identify discretion as supporting 
public policy (1999: 277), while Baldwin regards is as undermining public policy (1998: 24), but 

they do both acknowledge its continued existence.  

2.2 A Changing Public Sector  
The two core-theories I have just introduced are both very broad, and while I will approach the 

empirical investigation and analysis wearing the ANT & SLB theoretical lenses, that does not mean 
that I necessarily agree with all of the premises they represent or find everything equally relevant. 

Throughout the analysis I will discuss the theory in regards to empirical material, and I expect that 
there will be analytical elements where theory and empirical environment do not conform perfectly. 
One of the things that might influence such discussion is that my research is so qualitative and 

rather small-scale and local in nature. Although it is my current conviction that Lipsky’s theory is 
still applicable after 35 years, I will not be legitimately able to answer that before I have applied his 
thoughts in a current empirical setting. And in order to understand that empirical setting, I argue 

that it is just as relevant to understand the historical context about what has shaped the public sector 
fundamentally since 1980, which is what I will touch upon in the following chapters. Given this 
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thesis’ focus on LMS as a product of digitisation and the fact that digitisation has become so heavily 

embedded in the Danish public sector, I will likewise provide historical context for that. 
Understanding the societal changes and tendencies that have influenced characteristics of the public 
sector over the long-term to allow for digitisation can provide a better context for analysing street-

level bureaucrats today. 

The growing efforts to digitise the public sector can be argued to happen as a result of two things; 

firstly, the emerging technological possibility to do so, and secondly, as a result of public 
administration tendencies such as neoliberal policy and New Public Management (NPM).  

2.2.1 New Public Management in Denmark 
In the following section I will draw on some literature from the late 1990s. It is a conscious choice 
to present literature that reflects about the state of the public sector at that time rather than in 

retrospect, because it mirrors a time when NPM-inspired reforms were implemented in many other 
Western countries, as well as the time where strategies for digitisation and national IT solutions first 
saw the light of day in Denmark. In addition to this literature, more contemporary literature about e-

Government (Jæger & Löfgren, 2010) will follow in the subsequent chapter in order to illuminate 
how efficiency requirements in the public sector became deeply interrelated with digitisation, and 
thus changed elements of the work patterns of street-level bureaucrats.  

Generally, NPM is a label that has been used to characterise observable changes and reforms in 
public administration based on the adaptation of ideas borrowed from the conceptual framework of 

private sector administrative practices. Reforms covered by this heading are, for instance, the 
introduction of explicit measures of performance, decentralisation, introduction of private-sector 

styles of management, contracting out, privatisation, and focus on service and client orientation 
(Hood 1991, Rhodes 1999 and Clark 2000). NPM expresses the idea that the cumulative flow of 
policy decisions over the past twenty years has amounted to a substantial shift in the governance 

and management of the state sector in Western European countries including North America and 
Australia, arguably originating in the UK under Prime Minister Thatcher and quickly gaining 
attention in the US as well . NPM is according to Power (1999) one of the leading programmatic 3

developments, which has led to the rise of an audit culture where public institutions are evaluated 
based on value-for-money (VFM) performance indicators (1999: 42). I find NPM as an overarching 

 President Bill Clinton launched the National Partnership for Reinventing Government (NPR) in 1993 - a task-force implemented to reform and 3

streamline US federal government functions. The same year Clinton also signed to law the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA), 
requiring public agencies to engage in performance management tasks. The GPRA was modernised by President Barack Obama in 2010, requiring 
GPRA results to be published in machine-retable formats. 
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concept for changes in public sector administration since the late-1980’s very important to the topic 

of digitisation. I do so because this new public administration style emphasised cost control, 
automatisation, decentralisation of authority, and the general ideal to replace (presumed) 
hierarchical bureaucracy with (presumed) efficiency of markets (1999: 43). Digitising and thus 

standardising tasks of government can be said to imply exactly that; optimisation of processes with 
the intention of cutting cost and cutting time by flattening out the bureaucratic structure.  

NPM and general global changes in the public sector, however, cannot be said to be one paradigm 
(Jensen, 1998) as the OECD otherwise framed it in 1995, when public sector reforms in different 
countries display as many differences as similarities (1998: 54). Beck Jørgensen (1999) additionally 

mentions the internationalisation of the nation state as a trend that in particular influences small 
nations perhaps more than classic NPM, which is often under-investigated in the literature. 

It can be argued then that the country has quite different public sector traditions compared to many 
other OECD countries and thus should be considered in its own context in order to understand the 
tendencies that have brought about new political priorities such as, in the interest of this 

investigation, digitisation. For Jensen (1998) some of the relevant Danish public sector 
implementations read; 1) the biggest privatisation in history, when the state sold its majority share 

holding in Danish Telecom (TeleDanmark) in 1998, 2) an increasing use of the enterprise model, 
meaning public shares in state-owned enterprises sold to private investors, 3) management-by-
objectives contract steering, which are arrangements between ministry and agency that give the 

agency more freedom to manage its internal affairs provided it meets agreed objectives within a 
defined budgetary framework, 4) individualised pay policies, which monetarily rewards individuals 
based on performance, and 5) a general increasing focus on the citizen as user, or even customer 

(1998: 64). And as such, changes to public administration in Denmark through the 1980s and 1990s 
can be said to cover several of the elements of Pollitt’s checklist for NPM dimensions; 
economisation, disaggregation, decentralisation, separation of provision from purchasing, 

introduction of markets or quasi-markets, performance management, performance-related-pay 
(PRP) and customer responsiveness (Pollitt, 1995: 54; Jensen, 1998: 64).    

However, grounded in the contextual time and knowledge of the late 1990s in Denmark, Jensen 
(1998) argues that the public boundaries of Danish governance did not undergo a grand leap from 
state to market compared to those of other countries and that there was no political crusade against 

large, lazy bureaucracies; “the reform narrative remains incomplete if the impact of Danish 
governmental traditions are not taken into account: local authorities hesitated in contracting-out; 
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user boards traditionally hold communitarian and individualised objectives; disaggregating 

institutional chains creates new collective actors; the associational sector is increasingly involved 
in public service provision.” (1998: 58-59, 64). But while Jensen debunks Denmark as having 
undergone a major shift in administrative style, she does still acknowledge the conviction that many 

of the strategies introduced to the public sector at the time represented a great change in traditional 
Danish governance (1998: 61). Beck Jørgensen (1999) identifies three major displacements in the 
deep structures of the public sector throughout the 1980s and 1990s, that can be argued to apply to 

some of the general observations and classic elements of NPM (cf. Pollitt, 1995; Hood, 1991; 
Rhodes, 1999; and Clark 2000): displacement between politics and administration; displacement 
between private and public, and displacement between national and international. Beck Jørgensen’s 

argument is that these displacement have consequences, because the capacity to clearly distinguish 
between them is fundamental to territorial representative democracy, and if we lack that capacity 
because basic mental categories of the political system is changing, it is urgent to find more 

effective and accurate frames of reference (1999: 566).  

Although it appears that some literature is pointing towards that Denmark did not undergo massive 

NPM inspired reforms, it might have to do with the fact that Denmark experienced less systemic 
change to the public sector than our Scandinavian and Western counterparts, like Sweden or the UK 

(Greve, 2002; Green-Pedersen, 2002). It is arguably safe to say that several adjustments, often 
related to efficiency and cost-cutting, were implemented through organisational practices and 
reforms, and that Denmark have experienced a modernisation of its public sector lead by the central 

government (Greve & Ejersbo, 2013).  

When it comes to public digitisation as a partly result of the neoliberal policy tendency, it is 

however also very important to mention something else. As government agencies themselves would 
argue, one must not forget that although digitisation does have to do with improving efficiency, it is 
not just through reform and cost-cutting. Digitisation also has the inherent capability of 

redistributing resources and freeing up some specific type of tasks through standardisation, for the 
purpose of using those human resources in other, more service-specific, tasks. Warm hands’ tasks so 
to speak, or more recently referred to as core-welfare (KL, Regeringen & Regionerne, 2013). 

Because when repetitive tasks without much need for human intervention can be standardised, the 
cost-cutting of those jobs and resources can result in resources for more jobs in e.g. elderly care, 
pedagogical personel or social work. Throughout the 2000s, however, the political priorities under 

the former Danish VK (Venstre, Konservative) government under Prime Minister Anders Fogh 
Rasmussen (2001-2009) have been argued to be more focused on using available resources (e.g. 
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free’ed up through digitation) on tax reductions rather than on more warm hands and core-welfare 

(FOA, 2009; Herløv Lund, 2009). The changing political environment between governments and its 
effect on digitisation will be further discussed in the following chapter.  

2.2.3 A Digitised Public Sector  
As this research is interested in the contemporary environment of digitisation in Folkeskolen, the 
relevant strategies that have direct influence today will be explained in greater detail later on (see 

chapter 5.2.3). I argue, though, that an understanding of what has laid the groundwork for today’s 
political digital agenda is also relevant, in order to discuss how characteristics have changed for 
today's street-level bureaucrat. So, in this chapter some brief additional historical context will 

follow about the public sector, but now with focus on how public digitisation specifically has been 
introduced, including the before mentioned political priorities’ influence on it.  

As first pointed out in the introduction of this section, strategies for digitisation in the public sector 
can be argued to be a result of two basic, broad societal tendencies; advancements in information 
and communication technologies (ICTs) and increasing political priorities inspired by New Public 

Management. Jæger & Löfgren (2010) likewise mention changes in public administration style and 
ICT development as integrated parts of the rise and development of Danish e-government. They 
identify two time periods in the development and implementation of e-government strategies; 

1994-2000 with a centre-left government and 2001-2010 with a conservative-liberal government, 
but point out that signs of the first initiatives or thoughts about IT and the state can be traced back 
to 1992 (2010: 7-8). During the 1990s two reports were published by a committee under the 

Ministry of Research and Communication Technologies  (MRIT) concerning the governmental 4

ICT-related policy; Info - society 2000 (MRIT, 1994) and Digital Denmark - Transformation to the 

Network Society (MRIT, 1999). The MRIT was established in 1993 and during and following the 
two public reports, the MRIT took over the responsibility of ICT use in government and electronic 
government in general. Jæger & Löfgren (2010) argue that at the time of developing the first 

strategy, the committee’s objectives were not towards specific problem-solving, rather the argument 
was that it was important to realise the potential of ICTs, if Danish industry was going to survive 
international competition in the future in an emerging global information society (2010: 10); “It is 

not only a question of jobs. It is also a question of the basis on which our entire welfare society is 
based” (MRIT, 1995: 9). Already in the second report from 1999, the objectives had shifted 
towards “better and cheaper public service through e-government” and towards more audit (cf. 

Power, 1999) by suggesting mandatory surveys of the development, and by assigning Statistics 

 Now called the Ministry of Higher Education and Science4
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Denmark the task of producing a statistical review on the national use of ICT (Jæger & Löfgren, 

2010: 13; MRIT, 1999: 97).  

In 2001, all e-government related tasks were moved from the MRIT to the MoF, within which a 

Joint Board of e-government and a Digital Task Force were created. When the NAD was later 
created, in 2010, it was likewise under the MoF. Although there were not radical political 
differences between the centre-left government of the 1990s and the liberal-conservative 

government of the 2000s, there were some significant changes in how government dealt with ICT, 
and perhaps more importantly the ideas about what exactly e-government was supposed to do - 
which challenges was e-government actually solving and how? Boldly put, the shift from MRIT to 

MoF is in my opinion also quite symbolic for the shift from digitisation as enabling an information 
society towards digitisation as a mean of cost-cutting and quicker transaction and service, which fits 
well the tax reductions introduced under Fogh’s conservative-liberal government. Jæger & Löfgren 

state it clearly, when they conclude that “(…) in terms of policy problems and solutions, there are 
clear signals that the whole field of e-government has shifted from a broad democratic vision of a 
more open, transparent and service-minded vision, in which the problem was that the citizen lacked 

access to public data, to a business-like strategy in which the main problem was how to cut down 
on public expenditure by means of new technology.” (2010: 25). 

Digital Era-Governance 
Another public administrative specific tendency that can be said to have taken its first steps 

throughout the late 1990s and into the early 2000s is Digital Era Governance (DEG) as coined by 
Dunleavy, Margetts, Bastow & Tinkler (2005). In 2005 Dunleavy et al. argued that DEG was 
NPM‘s successor. This is relevant to mention because the formulated characteristics of DEG can, 

like NPM, also be identified in the Danish public strategies concerning digitisation that followed in 
the late 2000s and early 2010s - which are the most relevant strategies for my analysis. Where 
Löfgren & Jæger (2010) have just argued that public digitisation is both a result of ICT 

development and public administration ideology, but inherently pay most attention to the latter, 
Dunleavy et al. (2005) are putting much more emphasis on the first - technology as a driver for 
change in governance style. NPM-inspired policy matters mostly as something ‘we’ - in the 2000s - 

have learnt not to work, hence the title New Public Management is Dead, Long Live Digital Era-
Governance. The authors argue that although there were significant technological developments 
throughout the early 1990s, they did not affect or shape public agencies’ modes of operating. Rather 

they identify the growth of the Internet as the most important, but also the significance of e-mail 
and the generalisation of IT systems from only affecting back-office processes to conditioning in 
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important ways the whole terms of relations between government agencies and civil society (2005: 

478). “We would argue for the first time, it now makes sense to characterise the broad sweep of 
current public management regime change in terms that refer to new information-handling 
potentialities, which make feasible a transition to fully digital modes of operating for many 

government sector agencies. The advent of the digital era is now the most general, pervasive, and 
structurally distinctive influence on how governance arrangements are changing in advanced 
industrial states.” (Ibid).  

Dunleavy et al. go on to list some of the public implementations that indicate a transition towards 
DEG, which are: large-scale switchover to e-mail in internal and external communications; the 

rising salience of websites and intranets in organisational information networks; the development of 
electronic services for different client groups; the growth of electronic procurement systems; a 
fundamental transition from paper-based to electronic record-keeping; and so on. They pinpoint a 

tipping point in many organisations’ development toward digital agency status when they move 
over from files and documentation, where the authoritative version of policy is recorded on paper, 
to holding the authoritative version electronically (2005: 479). Denmark implemented several of 

such initiatives, like cross-agency digital communication, digital signatures, electronic payment 
systems (NemKonto and eFakturering), a shared digital infrastructure (NemId, NemLogin, 

borger.dk etc.) and lastly digital communication and digital post (NAD Online).  

Although Dunleavy et al. argues for the death of NPM, one can question if DEG is really that 

different, and if the before-mentioned new digital systems in Denmark are not really the 
technological dream tools of an NPM-inspired government? There is no doubt that current 
governance is very much influenced by the ‘digital era’, but whether it fundamentally changes that 

government is continuously being run based on efficiency requirements and performance measures 
etc. is hard to argue.  

I am getting into this to shed light upon the fact that while NPM affected the birth of public 
digitisation in Denmark and furthermore influenced how it was shaped (with certain inherent 
political priorities), DEG exemplifies governance tools that we see today. I do not, however, 

separate them the same way Dunleavy et al. does, but I do find both strains of thought interesting 
when it comes to LMS implementation, because the inherent objectives and results of current 
digitisation (which partly has brought about LMS policy) are very NPM- and DEG-inspired. 

Regardless of the amount of data, knowledge, and tools the digital era is providing government 
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with, the way in which it is used for policy can still be argued to be influenced by elements of 

NPM. This is at least a hypothesis that can be kept in mind moving into the analysis.  

Several questions and considerations can be raised based on this historical contextual introduction, 

before moving on to the current empirical setting and core of this thesis. Some literature suggests 
that there is a political nature of digitisation in general, and that the way in which it is talked about 
and implemented is both based on the sitting government’s priorities, the market-oriented ideology 

of NPM, and the general technological development. This brings me to wonder if the umbrella term 
of public digitisation - or e-government - is intended to function as a tool for control of public 
sector activities and driven by efficiency? Or if it has a democratic vision to supply citizens with 

better service through a more connected public sector? Basically I am wondering whether 
digitisation is aimed at internal targets, like public servants and processes, or at external target, like 
welfare recipients, tax payers and general citizens? Arguably the answer is both. The two are in 

many ways interrelated, and when it comes to welfare services today the following consensus is 
gaining traction; the more stream-lined internal processes become, the faster citizens receive their 
public service, and more than ever before this can done through technology, to put it a bit overly 

simplified. The thing is, though, that the better technology becomes, the more we implement it 
everywhere in our daily lives. And if we equate optimised internal processes on the one hand with 

better service by default on the other, then we most likely fail to take into account the many actors 
who do not agree with that rationalisation. This sums up very well some of the reflections behind 
this investigation in general.  
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3. Methodology 
As has been mentioned several times, this research draws upon two theoretical frameworks. Both 

are very valuable in their own rights, but I nonetheless will continue to argue that the combination 
of the two provides a strengthened framework for my analysis. Before getting into detail with that I 

will describe the primary method of choice, the case study through interview, as well as some 
context to using said method in the case of approaching the field of Folkeskolen. Important to 
remember is that a big part of this research is also based on the political strategies and documents 

that have brought about the LMS implementation in the first place, but I regard that as being 
supplementary to the core of the methodology. That is not to say that it is any less crucial for the 
findings of this thesis, as these strategies together with the actors formulating them demonstrate 

their own agency, but it is to say that without the case study one cannot actually investigate how that 
policy is enacted among the people it is intended for. 

3.1 The Case Study As Research Design 
In order to investigate how an LMS is received and practiced at Strandvejsskolen, the majority of 
the empirical investigation is likewise conducted there. The case study is defined by Gerring (2004) 

as ”(...) an intensive study of a single unit for the purpose of understanding a larger class of 
(similar) units” (2004: 342), which is what this thesis is trying to accomplish. There are pros and 
cons to any methodology and the qualitative case study is no exception. For the purpose of this 

exact research, the case study is however the best approach in my opinion, because the overarching 
objective is to understand and study how policy is interpreted in the place/environment/setting in 
which it is implemented and enacted. This requires locally obtained insights through interviews 

where I, as a researcher, can partly influence what the people as research objects talk about. I do not 
argue for this research’s by default general applicability in regards to the specific teacher concerns 
that will be presented, because they appear very individually based. Through the lenses of the 

theoretical framework, I do however argue that the way in which they ascribe and posses agency in 
the network, and the way they enact discretion can represent broader issues that would be relevant 
for anyone working with this subject - findings which would remain invisible without the assertion 

into the environment where LMS implementation is unfolding.  

Exploration and Snowball Sampling 
Conducting the investigation initially required quite a bit of exploration and so-called snowball 
sampling of empirical material in the case study, where the method to obtain knowledge and 
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identify study subjects happens through extended associations. Snowball sampling is quite suitable 

to use when members of a ‘population’ are hidden and difficult to locate and these members are 
closely connected, e.g. by sharing similar experiences (Morgan, 2008). Teachers as a group are not 
necessarily hidden per se, and can arguably be easily identified in a broader network as a type of 

actor, e.g. when it comes to yearly wage negotiations, where all ‘teachers’ are seen as representing 
employees regardless of their individual preferences. But teachers should not be homogeneously 
grouped together, when it comes to investigating their individual relations or ideas about a specific 

object, which is why that type of analysis is not equally accessible or easy to do, nor done very 
often. Folkeskolen, public education and the public sector as research objects were - for me - much 
less investigated, e.g. than cases and technologies of more private sector nature throughout the 

course of my studies. Acknowledging the lack of experience with researching components of this 
nature required a reliance on whomever experts or relevant actors I could identify, and ultimately 
which ones were interested in participating and providing insights. Strandvejsskolen and its newly 

opened IT competency centre became apparent to me as an interesting point of qualitative analysis, 
after looking broadly at Copenhagen schools and being in contact with several teachers. I chose to 
focus on Strandvejsskolen because of its unique feature of the competency centre as well as the 

possibilities for access to relevant actors located there.  

I mention the importance of access in this field based on several observations made throughout the 
beginning of this research. First of all, the subject of IT in education and in Folkeskolen is a 
sensitive subject for many and for different - that being either for didactical, political or technical - 

reasons, all of which I will get back to in my analysis, which brings about some negative 
connotations, when you discuss the theme with people involved with it. Drawing on a classic 
theoretical term from feminist theory, one quickly feels very situated in the research that is being 

conducted (Haraway, 1988) because one’s presence as an academic is responded to from the 
beginning. It has been my previous experience that people who feel challenged by IT has been less 
eager to share their experiences than someone who is relatively better at using the systems, and 

there is always a risk that being a student of the IT University does not make that particular barrier 
any smaller. I did however not experience any distance or reluctance to share based on my presence 
or academic background, as far as I was able to identify. Second of all, and something that has 

almost proven to be a relevant premise of this whole area of research, almost regardless of who I 
have talked to, been advised by, or interviewed, across the field one gets the impression that 
teachers as a working group of professionals feel squeezed on time, personal surplus, and 

sometimes ability to provide good teaching, which fits quite well with Lipsky’s theoretical 
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convictions of street-level bureaucrats. This adds to the difficulty of establishing contact with the 

group I am interested in, regardless of my research agenda.  

In accordance to the characteristics described above, the snowball sampling of engaging empirical 

elements through pursuing relations from one node to another thus appeared to be the best approach 
to follow when it comes to locating individual, human actors at Strandvejsskolen - or any school for 
that matter. Through my contact at the competency centre at Strandvejsskolen, I got in contact with 

the manager of the team who then established contact to the remaining informants. An observation 
to that fact, without knowing so for sure, is that this simple chain of interaction between an IT 
consultant and school manager on the one side, identifying and asking teachers to participate in a 

study concerning implementation of digital systems on the other side, could potentially result in a 
lower participation rate than if a fellow teacher had asked. It is important to consider, though, that I 
had no direct contact or ‘ways in’ with any other teachers at the school and this approach made it 

possible for me to access them in the first place. However little influence I myself had in locating 
the teachers, they do represent different points of view and approaches to the LMS implementation, 
as I also mentioned in their introduction in the previous chapter. 

Interview Strategy  
Although there is a big element of exploration in the finding and gathering of empirical material, 

the methodological choices made during and afterwards are very conscious. I am searching for 
street-level experiences with a system undergoing implementation and experiencing a lot of 

changes, and a system that is closely tied to political requirements for Folkeskolen. That search 
requires a level of personal insights and is qualitative in its core, which is another reason for the 
ethnographic-inspired methodology in this research.  

I conducted four interviews in total, each separate from one another, starting with the manager and 
counsellor who helped me identify two teachers that according to him had different experiences 

with the LMS, as well as another IT counsellor. I will, as mentioned, describe the informants, 
textual material and case in more detail in chapter 4, but before doing that I will mention how I 
approached these informants methodologically. I chose to conduct the interviews at the school, and 

furthermore in the teachers lounge, in the physical presence of both the teachers and their 
workplace, which calls for some methodological reflections. I did it for the ethnographical 
experience of actually being present in the environment, where LMS is being implemented and also 

discussed on a daily basis, with the hope of teachers feeling comfortable and on their ‘home-turf’ 
during our conversations. But although the interviews were conducted during class, so that no other 
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teachers or managers were listening, the fact that interviews were going on was not a secret. This 

eliminates the internal anonymity among colleagues, but I estimated that given the general 
explicitly voiced opinions about LMS among teachers that I encountered online (which I will touch 
upon in chapter 5.3.2), the teachers at Strandvejsskolen would not withhold personal experiences 

because their colleagues might accidentally overhear something. It also became clear that the 
teachers had a tendency of talking on behalf of both themselves and their colleagues.  

With the theory and research questions in mind, but also without asking for a either negative or 
positive rant about the LMS, I asked the teachers about their personal experience with the 
implementation process including how and by whom the system was introduced to them. This, I 

hoped, would provide me with a better understanding of how new teaching practices through LMS 
were introduced to teachers, while illuminating how the teacher/counsellor/manager relations were 
perceived. We also talked much about the basic functionalities, and how the teachers used them or 

perhaps chose not to use them. In doing so, I searched for examples of discretionary actions and 
method autonomy among teachers as well as touching upon the teachers’ assessment of their own 
agency. More so, without having to actively push the interviews towards how LMS and politics 

intertwine, both teachers got into that subject on their own. This in particular helped me identify 
how and what type of non-human agency teachers attribute to the technology itself.  

I talked to the counsellors about a lot of the same things, but given their two-fold roles of both 
being at Strandvejsskolen and participating in the development of future strategies and systems with 

relevant political actors, I focused some attention to that fact in the interviews as well. Besides 
getting more insights about the development process of LMS, which is something that can appear 
rather obscure for an outside researcher, I wanted to obtain qualitative insights about how the 

counsellors experience their own role in the implementation process. In doing so I wanted to 
analyse their possible discretion and if they attribute a different type of agency to themselves or 
towards the system than the teachers do. An important methodological observation made through 

the interviews, that was not anticipated, was the continuous mentioning of didactics in relation to 
the LMS by both counsellors and teachers. I will get back to didactics in the analysis, but briefly put 
didactics has to do with teaching methods and the education of teachers in that regard. In the 

interviews ‘didactics’ is mentioned continuously, but it is not always used in the same way. This 
makes it very important to keep in mind for the analysis, because the word in itself also seems to 
hold different meanings and agencies depending on who is talking about it.  
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3.2 Combining Frameworks and  
Methodological Considerations 
A traditional analysis of public policy and the state would often have a hierarchical premise and 
identify levels of government, wherein policy usually is something pushed ‘downwards’ from 

‘above’. In my case that would entail choosing to rely on available official documents, which will 
be introduced shortly, as representing the policy-producing entities about LMS and insights from 
teachers through interviews as representing the policy-receiving entities of LMS. Performing a 

traditional analysis to the subject of this thesis would ascribe much more importance to the public 
strategies and the political actors responsible for writing them, and much less importance to the 
teachers and local managers implementing the results of the strategies on a daily basis. Lipsky’s 

SLB framework with ANT flattens out that structure and attributes policy-making abilities, agency 
and importance to the actors that are otherwise perceived as only being receivers of policy. The 
theories do so in different ways, which is why they are still distinct from one another, but they share 

the theoretical conviction that one cannot and should not analyse policy as something that originates 
from one destination of ‘power’ and trickles down vertically.  

An example of approaching policy and official public strategies, not in a non-hierarchical way, but 
at least in a likewise different way is Bruun Jensen & Lauritsen’s (2005) distinction between 

reading against a text and reading with a text, in which they argue for reading with a text e.g. when 
it comes to analysing public IT strategy. Reading with a text requires you to see it as a material 
semiotic actor, which “does not render an understanding of the content superfluous, but it does 

allow the suspension of narrow concerns with textuality and meaning, and it adds more agency to 
the text as it moves in practices” (2005: 353). The opposite reading strategy, reading against a text, 
“is critical and sceptical. It aims to uncover hidden, forgotten, and/or repressed meanings and 

make such underlying themes explicit” (Ibid.). They argue that a strategy document is best analysed 
in practice, rather than searching for blindspots in formulations and textual form alone.  

I find the authors’ arguments relevant for my methodological reflections, because I too am 
attempting not to scrutinise nor praise the relevant public strategies, but rather follow them 
empirically in one of the many directions possible. As previously mentioned, ANT does not 

necessarily seek to investigate why or how a given actor-network inherently works, rather it 
explores relational ties between actors. This is a good thing to keep in mind in approaching any 
material in an as explorative manner as possible. Important to mention, however, is that 

Folkeskolen was not necessarily something I was led towards by reading the strategies, both 
because many strategies inherently are rather vaguely formulated and because Folkeskolen was of 
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interest all along, but Bruun Jensen & Lauritsen’s arguments are still interesting to keep in mind, 

because their reading strategy points towards that whether or not a policy or strategy has 
consequences should not be found in its formulations, but rather in its enactment. It also shares 
some views with ANT that materials such as texts can be actors, and that no actors a priori has more 

influence or agency than others.  

Coming back to my chosen theoretical and methodological framework, I want to make clear how I 

see the two theories as complimenting each other. Applying only Lipsky would require to 
investigate Strandvejsskolen and its belonging IT competency centre in a purely qualitative capacity 
through perhaps more interviews and daily observations. An analysis as such would be legitimate, 

but it risks lacking a broader understanding of how that one school and specific teachers are part of 
a much broader network - a network that is highly influential of the daily operations of said 
teachers. Applying only ANT could also bring about interesting observations about network effects 

and obligatory passage points, but it risks leaving out a deep understanding of how these effects 
have consequences for the teachers, exactly because ANT would dispute seeing one group of actors 
as more important than others deducing on general principle alone. When combined, the theoretical 

and methodological concepts of ANT and SLB provide a framework that shares the non-
hierarchical conviction that even the politically (perceived) least influential actor posses agency and 

policy-making capabilities. Approaching a complex political structure wearing the lenses of ANT 
can help tangle through the web of information and, sometimes, interest, but also it illuminates how 
intricate something as apparently simple as digital tools in one school can be by providing a 

terminology for identifying regenerating patterns and practices. Also, which is relevant for me in an 
investigation where strategies and technologies are also important elements of the empirical 
material, it allows for identifying non-human agency.  

It is important to emphasise also that even though the historical context I have already provided 
posses the premise that traditional policy-making and digitisation strategies are hierarchically 

implemented, which is primarily caused by the literature I have drawn upon to make it, in the 
analysis I will do something different. I will identify agency in more actors, human as non-human, 
and following Lipsky pay special attention to teachers. And even though Lipsky does not explicitly 

acknowledge agency in non-human actors, he shares the conviction of ANT that the classic vertical 
understanding of public administration and legislation is not the only way to understand it. What 
ANT coins as agency, Lipsky coins as discretion, and both theories seeks to influence where those 

can be identified. 
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4. Empirical Material 
In the following, I will present the empirical material I have identified to best support my 

methodological choices. That means explaining which strategies, documents and elements will be 
introduced in the analysis (some of which have been mentioned before), as well as more details 

about Strandvejsskolen, the IT competence centre and the specific teachers, who have contributed 
with their time and insights for the purpose of my research. The reason for drawing upon the public 
strategies in the first place is that they do play an important role in what happens at the street-level, 

and although Lipsky argues that the street-level bureaucrats should be the focus of any analysis of 
public administration, ANT would soften that divide between street-level and government-level. 
This is why the following analysis will be performed at both these ‘levels’ - although focusing 

mostly on the insights from teachers, because they are currently experiencing the policy being 
implemented, meaning that they and the school can provide a qualitative environment suitable for 
the qualitative research questions.  

I realise the basic argument introduced by ANT that spatial metaphors such as top and bottom are 
fictional, which is a premise I theoretically accept, can make it paradoxical to describe this analysis 

as taking place at different levels. To that account it is important to argue for the legitimacy of my 
methodology and choice of empirical material in this research by emphasising that I do not equate 
levels of analysis with levels of society, or inherently more or less agency depending on origin. I 

retain the categories ‘top’, ‘bottom’, ‘level’ etc. as empirical distinctions between different types of 
actors with different positions and different forms of agency. Also I retain the categories because the 
informants use them periodically. The important thing is that I do not prioritise one type of agency 

over the other. The exact argument for using Lipsky’s framework and the ANT approach is to 
explore how and if policy-making, and -implementation is happening in more places 
simultaneously, and that the networks in which it is happening are all equally important to look at, 

as in accordance with Latour (1996) and Law (1992). Even though I describe national strategies for 
digitisation as being formulated on ‘top’ government level, I do not thereby assume that policy does 
not originate from other places. As introduced in chapter 2.1.2 about street-level bureaucrats’ 

discretion, the individual teacher holds a position of agency with attributed policy-making abilities, 
and I enter the case of Strandvejsskolen’s teachers with that same conviction. As previously 

indicated, what ANT can actually contribute to that theoretical approach is that the connecting links 
and networks or lack thereof between government and teacher are also relevant for how LMS are 
eventually integrated and received in Folkeskolen. 
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4.1 Textual Material 
This investigation finds it insights about LMS and related policy from several official sources. 
There is a more thorough description of each of the relevant political agencies behind these 
strategies in the bibliography, but here follows a brief description of each strategy/public textual 

material that will be mentioned in the analysis. Their inherent agency and meaning for LMS 
implementation and teacher experience will not be touched upon before the analysis. Besides the 
concrete documents introduced here, I have relied on supporting material, like public press-releases, 

FAQs pages, and general descriptive posts about the documents. 

The eGovernment Strategy (Den fællesoffentlige digitaliseringsstrategi)  
This national digitisation strategy was published in 2011 by the NAD, representing the Danish 
government, in collaboration with KL and the Regions and was the first digitisation strategy 
published after the NAD was officially established. It is most known for its ambitious objectives of 

digitising all communication between the state and the citizens, at least among 80% of the 
population. National digitisation strategies are traditionally identifying goals of objectives of the 
state that all its underlying agencies are supposed to adapt and aspire towards fulfilling over the 

following four-five years, which is how long a digitisation strategy in Denmark usually runs over 
(2011-2015). As I will go more into detail with later, the eGovernment strategy does not go into a 
lot of detail concerning its objectives for Folkeskolen, other than emphasising that Folkeskolen too 

is a focus area of digitisation. However, the strategy is still important as empirical material, because 
it exactly is the overlying strategy legitimising digitisation efforts throughout all parts of the public 

sector, as long as they are in line with the national objectives.  

Den Fælleskommunale Digitaliseringsstrategi  (DFD2011) 5

The DFD2011 was published almost simultaneously as and should be seen as a co-publication of 
the eGovernment Strategy. The DFD2011 was published by KL, Kommunerne (the municipalities), 
and Kommunernes IT-Fællesskab (KOMBIT). The strategy is designed to support the 

municipalities in adapting new standards for digitisation and enable cross-municipal collaboration 
e.g. in procurement of IT systems among other things, which - as my research is located in the 
municipality of Copenhagen - also makes it relevant for this thesis. The DFD2011 as it was 

formulated in 2011 goes more into detail with Folkeskolen in particular, and identifies focus areas 
going forward similarly as the eGovernment Strategy, but arguably in a little more detail. Although 

 Name is not translated throughout this thesis, unlike the eGovernment Strategy, because KL has not published an english version.5
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it was not included in the original version of the strategy, today the inherent objectives of the BPI is 

mentioned as being part of the overall objectives of the DFD2011.  

Brugerportalsinitiativet (BPI) 
The BPI is, as previously mentioned, the initiative to combine existing IT systems in Folkeskolen 

under a single digital portal. Specific use of LMS in all Danish schools is only one element of the 
BPI, but the BPI in its entirety will still be referred to frequently in the analysis anyway, because 
LMS implementation would not be a political priority without the BPI. Besides the creation of a 

single digital portal for the benefit of teachers, the idea with the BPI is also to function as a portal of 
official evaluation, comparison and data-collection for the purpose of legislators. 

Skolereformen (2013 Reform of Danish public schools)  
The 2013 Reform was an extensive reorganisation of Folkeskolen, and was implemented after the 

agreement between then current government (Socialdemokraterne, Radikale Venstre and 
Socialistisk Folkeparti) and opposition parties Venstre and Dansk Folkeparti (KL, 2013). Describing 
the whole reform in detail requires a thesis in its own, but putting it briefly, the Reform was 

intended to be a professional boost of Folkeskolen through the implementation of longer school 
days, development of competencies, and use of better learning goals. It is important as empirical 
material because it represents a severe change to most teachers’ work life, and because elements of 

the Reform is - through the requirements specification (read below) - built into MeeBook.  

LMS requirements specification (Kravspecifikation)  
When relevant for context in the analysis, I will also mention KL’s requirements specification about 
LMS. This specification from early 2015 lists all the must-have requirements of an LMS to be 

considered for acquisition by a municipality. Thus it also specifies to the developers of said LMS 
what their systems must functionally entail. An important note here, though, is that this document is 
currently being revised in Copenhagen Municipality, because they have yet to decide on the final 

default LMS to purchase, as will be described more in chapter 5.3.3. It is however still relevant 
because it is on the basis of the 2015 document that the current LMS (MeeBook, MinUddannelse 
and KMD Educa) have been chosen. 
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4.2 Strandvejsskolen and The IT Competency Centre 
The qualitative, more ethnographically inspired, part of this analysis will be situated at 
Strandvejsskolen in Copenhagen. Similar insights could arguably be found in other Copenhagen 
schools as well, but Strandvejsskolen remains rather unique particularly in regards to digitisation 

because the municipality’s only competency centre concerned with IT is locally located there 
through Børne- og Ungdomsforvaltningen (BUF). BUF is the agency under the Copenhagen 
Municipality responsible for (among many other things) the different competency centres around 

the municipality. There are five centres  in total and the newest one is called It, Leg og Læring (IT, 6

Play and Learning) and officially opened in August 2016, when the school year began. The purpose 
of such centres is to house individuals who teach some of their working hours, and develop core 

competencies within one of these five different fields and then counsel teachers around the 
municipalities for their remaining working hours.  

At Strandvejsskolen the centre consists of three people so far. John, who is also the vice principal 
and who does not teach, and two counsellors, Jane and Nina, who teach part time and participate in 
competency centre-specific tasks part time. There are several reasons for choosing to find my street-

level bureaucrats here. First of all, the fact that the IT competency centre is located at the school 
does not only mean that all teachers have been mandated to start using MeeBook since the 
beginning of the school year, as all other schools, but they have also been strongly encouraged to 

start using it since early 2015. So compared to many other schools, several of whose teachers I have 
spoken to before locating my research, the teachers at Strandvejsskolen have been exposed to the 
implementation process longer and must thus be expected to have more insight to share with me 

about it. Second of all, the environment of the school is interesting because IT implementation, 
school management and teaching becomes very intertwined, when a municipal organ (from a 
“higher” level of government) is locally located at the street-level. The ones counselling about and 

implementing a new process are also teaching themselves or even representing management of the 
entire school. This blurring of lines is very interesting as a case study, and especially from a 

theoretical standpoint, because it provides access to different types of actors as well as challenges 
the traditional description of a street-level bureaucrat, as I will return to in the analysis.  

They use the LMS called MeeBook at Strandvejsskolen. I choose not to go into detail about this 
particular system and what it is intended to do, more than I already have in chapter 1.2, because the 
inherent technical functionalities alone are of little interest to the investigation. I rather focus on the 

 It, leg og læring; Visitation; Kompetenceudvikling og ledelse; Sundhed, inklusion og integration; and Tværgående fritid6
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teachers’ experience with the mandatory use of said functions. This is not to say the system is not 

important - most certainly it is, because MeeBook is the physical representation of LMS policy in 
my empirical setting. It is to say, however, that the fact that is it MeeBook and not another similar 
LMS is not relevant, because there are few differences between the systems in their entirety (Frank, 

2015). The technical functionalities do become important when they relate to the before mentioned 
strategies, or when they are attributed agency by the users of MeeBook, or if they enable or disable 
discretion, which will all be further analysed in the analysis. So briefly put, MeeBook is very 

important in what it represents for teachers, while its user interface, development or basic technical 
capabilities are not.  

Informants 
I have interviewed four people at Strandvejsskolen . For the sake of (some type of) anonymity, I 7

will not use their real names, nor necessarily refer to them by their real gender. 

- John is the vice principal and the leader of the competency centre.  
- Jane is one of the counsellors at the centre, but has been teaching at Strandvejsskolen before the 

centre opened. She teaches Danish at udskolingsniveau (6-9th grade) approximately 11 hours a 
week, and her remaining time is spent with the centre, where she has various different tasks. She 

supports teachers with LMS use at both Strandvejsskolen and other Copenhagen schools, where 
she can be booked for a lecture or LMS supporting activities.  

- Jane and John also both participate in several meetings and working groups at KL as 

representatives of BUF where new requirements specifications are developed, but also as 
representing and voicing the concerns of teachers.  

- Katrine and Daniel both teach full-time from 4th to 9th grade. Katrine only teaches math, while 

Daniel teaches both math, social science, history and sports. As I already mentioned in the 
previous chapter, they were identified as empirical material in aa explorative snowball-sampling 
manner, but they do represent two different viewpoints also. One is practical about the use of 

LMS and is arguably only unknowingly attributing agency to actors around them, while the other 
is more actively discussing the meaning of LMS in a broader perspective, although not 
necessarily realising their own agency and discretion in that perspective.  

 Important to mention is that the interviews were conducted in Danish, but are translated into English my me for this thesis. The original quotes and 7

translations can be found in the appendix. 
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5. Analysis 
5.1 Introduction and Initial Comments  
In the following chapters I will identify the different actors and elements who all make out the 
network and reality, in which teachers at Strandvejsskolen as street-level bureaucrats operate in 
more detail. Each chapter will attend to different elements concerning the strategies responsible for 

LMS, LMS implementation and street-level concerns. The first chapter will provide more relevant 
context for understanding which policies LMS is part of officially, as well as a bit more historical 
background about LMS’ ancestors. Then follows the analysis of the remaining two core objectives 

of this thesis, given that the first (understanding the societal changes and tendencies having 
influenced characteristics of the public sector over the long-term to allow for digitisation and LMS 
implementation) has already been summarised in chapter 2.2. Those objectives are: 

1) Identifying the actors and networks shaping and producing policy for digitisation in 
Folkeskolen, and 

2) Putting the insights from street-level experiences with LMS into wider analytical and 
theoretical context.  

The chapters succeeding 5.2 A Digital Folkeskole In The Making will to some extent be 
thematically put together. This means that I have grouped certain quotes from the empirical material 
together based on what the teachers chose to focus on, and then formed separate chapters each 

illuminating different themes through theoretical concepts from ANT and SLB, which in its entirety 
hopefully can provide me with the knowledge I need to answer my research question(s); 

- How are strategies for digitisation implemented in Folkeskolen, and how is mandatory use 
of Learning Management Systems received and practiced by users at Strandvejsskolen? 

- What types of agency is attributed to human and non-human actors involved with LMS 

implementation, and by who? 
- What are some of the biggest concerns related to LMS implementation from the street-level 

bureaucrat’s perspective, and how does it result in discretionary action? 

While parts of the analysis might appear descriptive in nature, the broad network of IT, LMS and 
Folkeskolen is rather complex and intertwined and thus all the more important to understand, even 

in its descriptive details, in order to analyse the reality of the street-level bureaucrats and their 
surrounding networks. Although approaching a complex network such as this will undoubtedly risk 
leaving parts out. Because the network is wide and rather complicated, the hope is that the 
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combined theoretical framework and the chosen empirical material can provide a way in which I 

can identify the most important questions and concerns when it comes to how teachers respond to 
LMS, resulting in a representative study with applicable findings. This, also, is an universal 
challenge in most qualitative studies and especially when examining networks and their effects, 

because networks have no ‘outside’, as was also described in chapter 2.2.1, meaning there are no 
clearcut boundaries between one network and another - the limits or boundaries to the network in 
this analysis are thus artificial. So where one draws the line between relevance and non-relevance to 

a given network becomes a matter of accessibility (cf. methodology), own judgement, and 
something as fundamental as time and space for presenting the research.  

5.2 A Digital Folkeskole In The Making  
5.2.1 SkoleIntra - 15 years as national standard 
The initial entrance of IT and digital efforts into the Danish Folkeskolen begins with SkoleKom and 

SkoleIntra. Today SkoleIntra is the intranet that all schools use for communications between school 
managers and teachers (PersonaleIntra), students (ElevIntra), and parents (ForældreIntra). The 
digital platform was developed around the year 2000 and slowly became the national standard for 

Intranet in Folkeskolen in the early 2000s and came to replace the former intranet SkoleKom, which 
was first introduced around 1995. So, prior to SkoleIntra’s entry into the market, SkoleKom was the 
go-to solution for intranets in Folkeskolen, and the new standard brought with it some changes in 

structure. SkoleIntra’s inherent solution was focused on building a strong format for communication 
between all parties (parents, staff and students), while SkoleKom was more focused on cross-school 
knowledge sharing, which is still what it offers today (skolekom.dk). The fact that SkoleIntra had 

more advanced tools for administrative tasks, planning, and digital communication as well as being 
distributed by the Ministry of CEE itself, through STIL and Uni-C (Version2, 2014), quickly made 
it the new preferred solution in the municipalities and thus all schools. The previous priorities of 

SkoleKom (like knowledge-sharing) then became less visible in the new national intranet, because 
SkoleIntra’s primary functions had to solve the increasing demand for digitally powered 
communication (Michael Bang ; 2016).  8

SkoleIntra’s entrance into every Danish folkeskole highlights an important time in the history of 
digitising Folkeskolen. But it is not until the early to mid-2010s that Folkeskolen meets similar 

systemic changes in standards for their operations, as was the case with SkoleIntra, because 

 Michael Bang works at itslearning, which is the company now responsible for maintaining the SkoleIntra platform. There is not much available 8

literature on the subject, so I have relied on his intel for this particular reading of SkoleIntra and SkoleKom. 
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digitisation efforts starts entering the classroom in new ways through LMS policy, and inherently 

new parts of the everyday life of our street-level bureaucrats. SkoleIntra thus demonstrates an 
entrance into some administrative but mostly communication-related tasks, while LMS’ represents 
administrative tasks as well as actual teaching and preparation. SkoleIntra as a platform remains 

somewhat interesting for this research as a point of reference, because it still exists today and 
remains the standard of intranet around the country’s schools. For some of the street-level 
bureaucrats I’ve talked to (e.g. Jane and Katrine) SkoleIntra represents the old and outdated version 

of a ‘digital folkeskole’, and they believe that a central goal of the BPI and LMS should be to 
provide contemporary digital alternatives to both SkoleIntra and the many remaining analogue tasks 
on a day-to-day basis.  

Similar beliefs and attributed functionalities of the LMS is something I will return to, whereas now 
I will continue to explain what the specific LMS policy of 2014 was part of in a broader political 

context, in regards to the national and municipal digital strategies of that time. Brushing up on 
previously mentioned details, in October 2014 KL and the Ministry of CEE reached the agreement 
that all 98 municipalities in Denmark should each chose an LMS that were to be implemented in 

every folkeskole around the country. While the agreement was reached between the dates for 
publications of national strategies for digitisation (eGovernment in 2011 and the new Digital 

Strategy in 2016), it was introduced as belonging to priorities introduced within the DFD2011, 
which was published simultaneously as the national eGovernment Strategy 2011-2015, but should 
also be seen as part of the Økonomiaftale for 2017 (KL & Regeringen, 2016). 

5.2.2 Locating LMS in Strategic Political Context 
Attempting to actually locate the specific initiative of mandatory LMS implementation and use in  

one political strategy Folkeskolen is not easy. That is partly the case because LMS should be seen as 
a part of the BPI. The strategic formulation and belonging funding of the BPI was introduced in 
2014 as part of a shared municipal initiative (fælleskommunal indsats) to ensure the successful 

introduction of both LMS and a platform for collaboration (samarbejdsplatform) to replace 
SkoleIntra (KL Online (2)). But the background of only LMS implementation seen as its own unit 
outside the BPI is also mentioned as a later addition to DFD2011, meaning also a part of the 

eGovernment strategy from 2011. When I say later addition, it is because neither the BPI, nor LMS 
are mentioned in any of the strategies in their original publications. So rather it is meant as being 
later added initiatives, which fit under a broader initiate under the eGovernment strategy from 2011, 

where 500 million DKK was devoted to increased use of IT in Folkeskolen (Ministry of CEE 
Online). This is why the BPI and LMS are also described as being part of the Økonomiaftale for 
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both 2015 and 2017, because the funding officially only continued until 2015, but was continuously 

extended - so far until the end of 2017 (Ibid.). Ultimately, the Ministry of CEE also argues that 
LMS implementation should be seen as part of a professional boost of Folkeskolen (‘fagligt løft af 
Folkeskolen’) from 2013 which in common speech came to be called Skolereformen (Ministry of 

CEE Online & STIL).  

So briefly put, according to official records the subject of LMS implementation and use should be 

seen in the light of; the eGovernment strategy 2011-2015, the DFD2011-2015, the Økonomiaftale 
between KL and the Government from 2011, 2015, and 2017, the 2013 Reform and of course the 
BPI. While the BPI is very important in this context, because of the fact that LMS originally was a 

concrete element of that, it is no longer relevant to only see it that way. Because, as I will go more 
into detail with in the following chapter, the LMS element in itself has actually grown bigger as a 
current political priority.  

An initial thought after realising how complex and intertwined this nature of where LMS belongs in 
the network of political actors, is that obviously along the way and along with defining and 

formulating the specifics about LMS and BPI up until 2014 the already existing strategies and 
initiatives have been used to legitimise the LMS implementation itself. Meaning that I highly doubt 

that anyone specifically thought about the mandatory use of LMS in all schools, as part of a broader 
initiative to collect all digital solutions in one place, to be executed before the end of 2017, and then 
did not put that in the DFD2011. Rather it is likely that the formulation of the BPI and following 

requirements for LMS should be seen as a product of consolidated initiatives and political interests 
concerning Folkeskolen, which then uses all those strategies to validate the fact that this new policy 
entrance is well-founded in everything else happening in the sphere of digitisation and Folkeskolen.  

5.2.3 Relevant Strategies 
Following this perhaps somewhat confusing process of locating LMS specific policy in various 

official strategies, a brief overview of the how exactly those strategies mention digitisation and 
Folkeskolen seems appropriate. However, even if the mentioned different reasoning behind LMS 
implementation seem to establish traces to several different strategies, many of the smaller 

initiatives (like the initiative for increased use of IT in folkeskolen) are inherently already a part of 
the bigger digitisation strategies, because they fall under the same budgets, which is why I in the 
following will focus on the three big strategies, the eGovernment strategy, the DFD2011 and the 

Reform.  
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Although neither the strategies for digitisation nor the 2013 Reform are at the very centre of the 

following qualitative analysis, the reading strategy introduced by Bruun Jensen & Lauritsen is 
nonetheless relevant to keep in mind. In many ways my research strategy for this thesis is very 
similar to that of reading with a text, because I too regard these strategies as having agency. And 

although some of my research is located locally at Strandvejsskolen, and although none of my 
informants pay much attention to the digital strategies, the entire theoretical premise is that what is 
going on at Strandvejsskolen today is part of a broader network. And this network is highly 

influenced, though not solely caused, by these strategies. So looking at it through the lenses of 
Bruun Jensen & Lauritsen, this research can be argued to work as a part of a reading of e.g. the 
eGovernment Strategy from 2011, if one was tracing its effect on the environment of Folkeskolen. 

Keeping such a reading strategy in mind also provides the tools to not only discuss content and 
intentionality of the strategies, but rather follow them in practice - all the way to Strandvejsskolen. 

The eGovernment Strategy and DFD 2011-2015 
The eGovernment strategy is arguably the most broad strategy of the ones mentioned, given that it 
is national and introduces focus areas within almost all parts of the public sector. Besides that, when 

digitisation strategies are published in Denmark, the national (fællesoffentlige) strategy always 
precedes the municipal (fælleskommunale) one, and generally works as an agenda-setting strategy, 
within which all other public initiatives for digitisation have to fit. The overall objectives of the 

national eGovernment strategy 2011-2015 were identified as “to modernise welfare benefits and 
streamline the public sector” and “accelerate the adoption of digital solutions in the public 

sector” (NAD, Regeringen, KL & Regionerne, 2011). In the DFD2011, which is also quite broad 
based on the agendas set in the eGovernment strategy, the objectives are formulated as; “The 
strategy identifies common goals for how the municipal sector can and should experience increased 

profit from the large investments in digitisation.” (KL, Kommunerne & KOMBIT, 2010). This 
indicates a strong emphasis on streamlining and efficiency through investments in digitisation as 
being a type of goal of these strategies, which falls well in line with the previous NPM inspired 

political reform and strategy. Yet, it is still very generally formulated objectives, and in order to 
know how it mentions Folkeskolen specifically, one has to look deeper.  
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Figure 3: Comparing fællesoffentlige og fælleskommunale strategi 2011-2015 

Figure 3 can provide an overview of how both strategies mention specifically Folkeskolen as an 

element for digitisation efforts. In many ways the two strategies are quite aligned, but one can 
observe the difference between government level and municipality level, in that the DFD2011 is 

slightly more action-oriented bringing about goals that each municipality can work towards, while 
the eGovernment strategy is more vague and general in its formulation of goals. Also the 
eGovernment strategy does not mention Folkeskolen concretely, it identifies schools in general, 

which consequently also relates to public high schools and technical colleges. As an example of 
different terminology the eGovernment strategy states that there should be; clear goals for the use 
of IT, digital learning methods and goals while the DFD2011 mentions that; 90% of communication 

between school and home should be digital by the end of 2013.  

One explanation to the difference in strategic formulations could be that the DFD2011’s objective is 

to support the municipalities in their decision-making regarding digitisation, but also to ensure that 
the ministry-level strategies are reformulated in a way that management of municipality can adapt 
to its existing practices, so that concrete outcomes can actually be met and implemented. As 

previously mentioned though, both strategies are not touching upon the implementation of LMS 
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specifically, because they were written before the BPI even (officially) existed. Rather they mention 

the need for more digital learning resources - and teachers actually demanding them. 

This highlights the agency of actors KL, NAD, and the Ministry of CEE in the network, as they are 

responsible for formulating the strategic political priorities concerning digitisation in the public 
sector, and thus in Folkeskolen. So Law’s concept of mechanics of power apply well in this context, 
because the mere existence of a co-written or shared strategy between different political agencies 

strengthens the position and the legitimacy of the strategy. The political actors themselves also gain 
legitimacy by ordering their actions, and appearing as one strong actor unified through shared goals, 
through what Law would call punctualisations. But besides the different agencies, following ANT’s 

line of thought, the strategies can also be considered as actors themselves, which in their own right 
have agency as well as the organisations or institutions writing them. They are not only products of 
the network effects conducted by their formulators, the strategies themselves are materials, which 

joined together with other actors in the network are generating institutional patterns. So, the 
inherent agency in the strategies can be different depending on the setting in which they are 
introduced, read or received. I say so because non-human agency is partly attributed by the non-

human actor’s surrounding and contextual environment, as was also specified in chapter 2.1.1. As I 
will highlight later on in the analysis, e.g. through the qualitative empirical material, the intrinsic 

convictions, consequences and agency of a national or municipal strategy is highly dependent on 
who reads it. 

Reform of Folkeskolen 
The 2013 Reform is a very interesting subject, but should for the purpose of relevance to this 
research be limited in its description. I say so, because this reform has brought about a lot of debate 

amongst politicians, pedagogical workers, parents and even students. Likewise it affects several 
core elements of Folkeskolen, in which not all are related to digitisation efforts. The reason I find 
the reform relevant is partly based on the fact that the Ministry of CEE themselves argue that 

mandatory LMS implementation should be seen as part of the reform. More so, though, it is also 
partly based on findings from the qualitative empirical material, in that the teachers experience the 
LMS they are using as having embedded political requirements stemming from the Reform.  
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The Reform consists of three main objectives (KL, 2013b):  

1) implement longer and more diverse school days through more and better teaching and learning ,  9

2) developing competencies among teachers, pedagogues and managers, 
3) and setting fewer, but clearer goals for learning and simplifying existing rules.  

After reading through the reform-specification of goals and initiatives (KL, 2013), it is clear that IT 
and digitisation are present factors in all three, but less so than I would have imagined. It was 

mostly mentioned as an important element to the Reform within the first mentioned objective - 
longer days and more and better teaching. Here, IT as a helpful tool for better teaching was 
emphasised, in that digital support in the classroom in connection with Fælles Mål (shared learning 

goals) should be implemented in all courses (2013: 9-10). The concept of Fælles Mål is crucial to 
the Reform, and although digitisation is not mentioned very often in the third goal objective (fewer, 
but clearer goals), the political priority of relying more on public set, shared goals for Folkeskolen 

and digitisation are very central to LMS implementation, as the qualitative findings will also 
indicate.  

This argument will be further legitimised later on the analysis, but it does still require some 
clarification for now. Fælles Mål belongs to the third objective, because it has to do with 

formulating simpler learning goals for students. The concept of Fælles Mål, though, appears in 
many examples throughout the reform-specification, underlying its importance for this reform 
(2013: 6-13, 21-27). Fælles Mål covers all national goals for what students must learn in the 

school’s courses and subjects, and are formulated by the Ministry of CEE. There were similar goals 
for learning before 2013 of course, but along with the Reform it became mandatory for teachers to 
ensure that all students actually met the new simplified goals. The reason why this is relevant, is 

that when the final requirements-specification (kravspecifikation) for LMS (KL, 2016b) was 
published in 2016, Fælles Mål and measuring-units were required to be incorporated in the inherent 
technical solution. The importance of Fælles Mål and student-specific learning goals (which are 

formulated by the teacher) is very closely linked to what is called visible learning (synlig læring), 
which is central objective of the Reform that emphasises the ensuring of a visible learning-progress 
going forward.  

Although visible learning as an objective does not inherently have anything to do with the digital or 
IT specific elements of the Reform, it will prove to be very significant for the way street-level 

bureaucrats attribute agency to MeeBook in general. This I will get back to in the analysis. 

 The new requirements for on-site working hours is called Law 4099
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5.3 The Digital Folkeskole Today 
In the following I will begin introducing a lot of street-level insights, but before doing so I want to 
comment on a few things. Things that did not become apparent to me until I entered the physical 
location of Strandvejsskolen and actually began talking to the teachers and counsellors, who I had 

more or less consciously placed in imaginary (or artificial) boxes based on what I had met in the 
empirical material up until then. First of all, it quickly became apparent to me that the area of 
didactics was essential to grasp and take into account, in order to understand many of the concerns, 

opinions and experiences among these teachers, as I touched briefly upon earlier. Oxford Dictionary 
defines ‘didactics’ as the science, art, or practice of teaching, which means that didactics generally 
cover the branch of education that deals with teaching, making it relevant for teachers. But didactics 

is a broad term, and the teachers participating in this research use equally broad narratives, when 
they mention it. It is, however, my observation that they all mention didactics within the same 
important context; it has to do with teaching methods, and valuable didactics have to do with 

selection and deselection of many possible and accessible methods, ultimately choosing the ones 
with the most value for excellent teaching, ultimately benefitting the students.  

Second of all, I was impressed with how nuanced the teachers were towards this current complex 
situation and time they are in the middle of, showing great interest, compassion, and enthusiasm 
towards understanding what they are taking part of. This is not to say that I failed to expect those 

characteristics in teachers. Rather it is saying that regardless of the stereotypes presented to you 
through either theory, institutional- and union narrative, or simply one’s own situated interpretation 
of a given issue, the ethnographical experience of actually inserting oneself with the people affected 

by the issue at hand can be very eye-opening. I was perhaps predisposed to the notion that most 
teachers were against the implementation of new standards in general introduced by higher levels of 
government, because of the major lash-back from the teaching community after the 2013 Reform. 

And while that might be the case on several occasions, I personally encountered very nuanced 
perceptions and insights from the teachers and the IT counsellors at Strandvejsskolen, where few 

statements fitted into the dichotomy of being fundamentally against or for LMS implementation by 
default. Rather there were both negative and positive attributions displayed by all actors, but within 
different areas of the LMS.  

In the following chapters I will go more into detail with the before mentioned thematically-grouped 
street-level concerns. I will continue to rely on the combined theoretical framework but it will be 

based primarily on the qualitative findings from the interviews.   
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5.3.1 Brugerportalsinitiativet (BPI)  
As already mentioned a couple of times, in order to understand what LMS implementation entails, 
one has to understand the BPI. Th BPI is a state-led initiative created to 1) ensure that end-users, 
including parents, have one collected point of access to the school, 2) require that municipalities 

acquire IT-systems that guarantee students, teachers, parents, and management a coherent IT 
support for the students learning process, and 3) develop standards securing that all relevant 
information can be transferred between different IT-systems in municipalities and the state (KL, 

2015). It is an ambitious technical, financial and managerial attempt to combine all IT-related 
functions in the school under one umbrella, seeking to “move the Danish Folkeskole into the digital 
era” (STIL Online). Realising the ambitions for BPI can also help put some of the requirements for 

LMS into  context, because besides incorporating Reform specific elements (like learning goals) it 
also incorporates the goal for collecting information about all schools in one place. Coming back to 
NPM-inspired initiatives, this certainly indicates that the information can be used for broader 

comparison and performance management in a centralised manner. Concretely, the BPI consists of 
six so-called building-blocks ; Dashboards, Platform for collaboration, Learning Management 10

System, Administrative systems, Digital learning resources, and the Shared public infrastructure. It 

falls within each municipality’s responsibility to acquire and implement the first five blocks, while 
the Ministry of CEE and specifically STIL is responsible for building the shared infrastructure (KL, 
2015). So far, though, there are different deadlines for the implementation process of all building 

blocks, in which LMS precedes the others.  

One important thing to mention here is that the BPI and its inherent requirements and characteristics 

are still continuously changing. This was especially brought to my attention through interviewing 
John, who as mentioned is responsible for the IT competency centre at Strandvejsskolen and a 

representative of BUF. He mentions that “the specifics about BPI changes all the time, and 
regarding some concrete tools like Dashboard, anything written in 2015 no longer applies, because 
someone realised that the requirements for the Dashboard functions were already included in the 

other building blocks.” (1). He argued, though, that the core of the BPI is basically still the same 
despite its changes, but that this moment in time is uncertain because several both political and 
technical elements are still being developed. This is important to keep in mind for two reasons. First 

of all, on a practical note, it emphasises another reason for keeping LMS at the primary focus of this 
investigation. Although LMS implementation, as I will get back to, is not finished or agreed upon 
completely either, it remains at the forefront of the BPI in general and the building-block with the 

closest deadline for final implementation (December 2017). Second of all, the fact that the schools 

 See figure 4 in appendix for KL’s own illustration10
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are mandated to begin implementing a system, which is part of a broader political initiative still 

under development, will be shown to influence how teachers feel about the entire project.  

On a theoretical note, the uncertainty of the BPI and the continuous changes made to it also proves 

the heterogeneity of the actors and technologies involved with creating such a wide-reaching 
technological and political solution. I argued earlier how the broad and ambitious strategies were 
great examples of network effects where several political actors combine their agencies to appear 

strong and unified, hopefully resulting in the strong agency of a given strategy. Such network 
effects and punctualisations work well as long as the involved actors remain unified. But when they 
do not, the heterogeneity of those actors become visible. In the case of the BPI it is arguably both 

human and non-human actors influencing this process of ‘de-punctualisation’, because the changes 
appear to be based on technical requirements or errors as well as someone’s realisation that some of 
the already agreed upon elements are unnecessary. Such changes also represent a type of internal 

resistance that the authors of the strategies, as well as the strategies themselves, have to overcome. 
Coming back to my previously mentioned comments about the constant process, this again is an 
interesting example. It appears that most authors, human and non-human wish to reach a state of 

stability, from where they can develop and adapt to new standards. But the theory would argue that 
this is an illusion, and from looking at the empirical material, I would argue the same, which I will 

get back to.  

Spatial Metaphors & Experienced Obscurity 
The specifics about Dashboards in the technical solution is not of much interest to this research, but 
John’s comment about “someone realising something” proved to be a sentence I would hear many 
times throughout my conducted interviews. Although it seems to annoy some teachers more than 

others, it does appear that there is a shared lack of understanding why and by whom certain 
decisions are made. When asked about where she thinks formulators and developers of the BPI 
obtains knowledge from in the design of this public initiative, Jane answers frankly; “That’s 

honestly a very good question. I don’t know their primary sources of knowledge, and I don’t even 
have a feeling that they pull on any external sources.” (2). Jane further explains that she and fellow 
IT counsellors often participate in meetings at KL in cross-organisational workshops with BUF, KL 

and KOMBIT, where one of her primary functions is to communicate the challenges and 
experiences she picks up from ground-level towards ‘the higher’ policy-making organs, but that 
channel function does not always fulfil its potential; “Our presence is thought to function as a 

channel to the ground, but the challenge is that Copenhagen Municipality is so big, so even if we 
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get through to BUF yelling our lungs out, they have a hard time channeling it further 

upwards.” (3).  

Both Jane and John’s experiences are interesting for several reasons. Jane’s choice of words would 

firstly interest any ANT scholar because they are heavily loaded with what Latour would call fictive 
spatial metaphors. Here I’m talking about the mentioning of ‘higher’ and ‘ground’ levels of LMS 
creation, which Latour (1996) would argue are artificial levels, so deeply embedded and taken for 

granted in society that we do not even realise using them. 

The quote “someone realising something” is also relevant, because it illuminates parts of the 

struggle for street-level bureaucrats, in that they can feel disconnected from decision-making, which 
ultimately can result in more discretion. Jane’s comments likewise emphasise some of the typical 
dilemmas of a street-level bureaucrat, although she arguably is not a ‘classic’ street-level bureaucrat 

in Lipsky’s opinion, and likewise with John. Jane is not a classic example because she is located in 
a half-half teacher and counsellor position. Here she actually takes some part in management 
decisions when it comes to IT implementation, which is not a classic trade for Lipsky’s bureaucrats. 

Both Jane and John gather the opinions of colleagues for the purpose of retelling them ‘upwards’ as 
Jane puts it. I do, though, identify some of the characteristics attributed to a street-level bureaucrat 

by Lipsky e.g. in Jane’s position, in that in her capacity as both teacher and counsellor, she 
describes elements of discretion which I will get back to. The way in which I see John as having 
street-level bureaucratic characteristics too will be further elaborated in chapter 5.3.5. 

5.3.2 Learning Management Systems As Primary Focus 
Even though the BPI in its entirety is relevant for the basic mandatory implementation of LMS, it 

appears that ever since the BPI requirements was introduced there has been paid the most attention - 
by current and future users - to the LMS building-block and the relevant LMS suppliers, who came 
in a hurry to offer the best solution and achieve as much market share as possible. I also argue that 

the most controversy has been made about the LMS element of the BPI based on the observation 
that LMS has become its own entity in the discussion about IT and learning on online forums such 
as folkeskolen.dk and denoffentlige.dk where the state of Folkeskolen is continuously debated by 

professionals, academics, parents and policy-makers. Folkeskolen.dk as an example has 
‘Læringsplatform’ (LMS) as a suggested topic to follow with over 50 submissions to the website 
and several thousand likes and/or comments, with over 90% written only since the spring of 2016 

(folkeskolen.dk). BPI in general is likewise a topic of interest on these sites, but with only a fraction 
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of public interest if judged by the number of debate posts written about it . This is another 11

argument for the importance of exactly the role of LMS - it represents the part of digitisation that 
people react to and feel strongly (both good and bad) about, because it is the most obvious element 
in the everyday operations of teachers. John mentions, for instance, that “[in my experience] most 

teachers are not aware that the mandatory implementation of LMS has anything to do with the BPI 
or another concrete political strategy.” (4). From a theoretical street-level bureaucratic point of 
view, this is exactly what makes the LMS relevant, and from looking at the empirical material it 

also seems like LMS is the primary focus for the users.  

The biggest suppliers of LMS in Denmark are Meebook, MinUddannelse, KMD Educa, and Easy 

IQ (KITA, 2015), and the three that are until now being tested in Copenhagen Municipality are 
Meebook, MinUddannelse and KMD Educa. Copenhagen is unique in that way, having three 
systems being tested in different schools, because all other municipality only chose one. Well, not 

all municipalities because plenty municipalities have not decided yet. According to latest data from 
KITA (Ibid.), it’s 56 out of Denmark’s 98 municipalities that have chosen an LMS today (57%), and 
out of the 56, it’s only Copenhagen that have chosen three for further testing. 

5.3.3 Untangling The Process Of Implementation 
The overall process of actually implementing the 2014 objectives of LMS in all Danish schools is, 

frankly put, a very confusing thing to grasp in detail. First of all because there are surprisingly few 
official statements concerning how it is suppose to happen in practice. One can find information 
about certain milestones, like the latest publication by KL about LMS implementation The status of 

BPI from January 2016 (KL, 2016), where it is specified that 70% of all municipalities should have 
acquired an LMS by August 2016, and 100% need to have acquired and implemented it by 

December 2017. There is another long requirements specification also from January 2016 (KL, 
2016b), which lists functional, non-functional and other types of requirements that an LMS must 
contain in order to be chosen by the municipality. But nowhere does it require a specific process for 

choosing one LMS over another, nor who exactly is responsible for doing so within the 
municipality. When asked about standards for choosing or recommending acquisitions for LMS at 
school level, John said that it did indeed seem a little random, who got to do it, and that he wasn’t 

specifically aware of who was responsible for acquisition on behalf of the municipality as a whole; 
“I made the decision to bring Meebook to Strandvejsskolen, because I knew the most about the 
subject (…) it’s my experience that the selection method is a bit random both here and in other 

Copenhagen schools. In any case, there’s no officially suggested way of choosing, so the decision is 

 BPI is mentioned in 14 posts on folkeskolen.dk (LMS = 52) and only one time at denoffentlige.dk (LMS = 10). 11
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just made by somebody who wants to make it. Many managers and teachers I meet have 

implemented a system because it was suggested by someone else - either a colleague from another 
school or directly from BUF and Fagligt Center. Very few people have tried more than one system, 
or made their own experiences with it.” (5). John then goes on to describe that there were voluntary 

presentations facilitated by the municipality, more specifically by BUF, where LMS suppliers came 
and presented their products.  

So it appears that the need for choosing and implementing LMS have been heavily emphasised 
throughout the existing official briefs, documents and strategies, but rarely is a best-practice case 
described for the individuals or organisations actually choosing them and later on introducing them 

in the schools. Katrine, who described herself as being more-than-average up to date about the 
cross-organisational debates and discussions about why LMS implementation is important, still has 
a hard time understanding the real benefits for her on a daily basis. “Right now it’s expected of us to 

do our year-plans [årsplaner] in Meebook, which works fine, but it’s no different than using 
SkoleIntra. (…) Other functions that were supposed to be helpful, like creating shared courses and 
content across teacher teams, aren’t working properly yet, so we are in ongoing contact with 

MeeBook asking them to help us. They do listen and help us, but there are things they should have 
anticipated earlier.” (6). 

Default LMS - Yet To Be Decided 
So while the practice of choosing which LMS to implement does indeed seem a little random, the 

case of Copenhagen quite suddenly (for me) appeared to be further unique and complicated. I say 
so, because the default LMS to be implemented in all Copenhagen schools has actually not been 
decided on yet. It might not even be one of the three currently being tested that end up being the 

standard, which means that the teachers at Strandvejsskolen might end up being forced to use 
another LMS altogether. This was major news to me, when John informed me about it . Apparently 12

Copenhagen Municipality and BUF have decided that in order to provide as similar systems and as 

smooth transitions between schools as possible, e.g. for a student that moves, it would be the best 
case scenario if all schools used the same LMS. Most other municipalities have done the same. 
When asked how come there has not been acquired a default LMS in Copenhagen yet, John said 

that it is primarily because of the mere size of the public educational sector in the municipality, 
which is overseen by BUF. “I don’t think we are lagging behind necessarily, because we have to 
make sure to get many more people onboard. We cannot simply push something like this 

 The fact that there will be one new LMS for all Copenhagen schools is not officially mentioned anywhere, but John as a representative of BUF is 12

my source of this information. He says that it is not yet entirely public knowledge, because KL and the municipality are still formulating the 
requirements specification for this new LMS, which will be chosen after a public procurement process, but that it is 100% sure that this will happen. 
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through.” (7). For context, there are 80.000 users, 17.000 employees, 75 schools, five 

administrative districts with five separate managements, who is advised by Fagligt Center (BUF 
Online). Fagligt Center also manages the previously mentioned five competency centres (cf. chapter 
4.2). This means that currently BUF (in cooperation with KL and KOMBIT) is formulating a new 

requirements specification, which has to be finished before the end of 2016. In January and 
February there will then be a public procurement process (udbud) where a committee can choose 
between the different suppliers of LMS with said requirements specification in mind. These 

suppliers will obviously be the ones already known to BUF (MeeBook, Minuddannelse and KMD), 
but could possibly also be suppliers like Easy IQ or Itslearning, and even suppliers so far unknown 
to anybody. Following the planned schedule, the acquired LMS should then already be implemented 

by April 2017.  

This realisation came to be crucial to understand several of the street-level concerns, I would meet 

afterwards. Because, as I will also go more into detail with in the following chapter, the teachers at 
Strandvejsskolen are very aware of the fact that the LMS they are currently getting to know might 
not be the one they are using only a couple of months from now. Before moving into that, though, I 

will mention a few more quotes from John and Jane. Their position in this exact part of the LMS 
implementation at Strandvejsskolen is interesting, because it appears to cause them some concern 

that they possibly are not sharing with the teachers they are counselling. First of all, as we know 
and as will be mentioned a couple of more times in this analysis, John has been at the forefront of 
choosing and endorsing MeeBook as the best available solution for an LMS. Besides making him 

the accountable person to voice one’s dissatisfactions with about the system, it also puts him in an 
awkward position if MeeBook ends up being replaced. Can he endorse another LMS with the same 
legitimacy, after having praised MeeBook for almost two years? John said that “The beginning of 

the new year will represent a type of due date. If the choice doesn’t fall on MeeBook, there will be a 
serious rectification and cleaning up to do. Then I can only hope that we have taught the didactics 
about LMS in general well enough, so that the shock doesn’t hit the teachers too hard. (…) 

Although the default LMS will live up to all requirements, I actually liked the idea that the school 
had different choices. The fewer options, the more teachers will have to conform to more or less 
pre-set didactics, rather than choosing the option that fits them best.” (8).  This concern, I bet, 

Michael does not share with the teachers he is counselling, because he admits that regardless of the 
amount of training and counselling, it would still be another hard transition to introduce an entirely 
new LMS. If he voiced that concern with teachers who might already by slightly sceptical about 

learning MeeBook, he risks more leeriness in the teachers’ lounge as well as loosing some of that 
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expert-agency he so clearly remains to be attributed in Strandvejsskolen. Both by himself and the 

other teachers.  

Besides worrying about what the teachers will experience with LMS, he also admits doubt about 

which companies posses the technical capacity to develop the digital components of the BPI. Jane 
on the other hand worries about what will happen, regardless of which system is used, when it 
becomes mandatory for teachers to share their material such as individual courses 

(undervisningsforløb): “I have no clue what happens when all teachers really do begin sharing 
their courses. There will possibly be several versions of the same courses  which cannot be 13

properly navigated. There will be millions of courses, and we risk that it will be impossible to 

oversee. It is a huge challenge.” (9). 

Teachers: Guinea Pigs Or First Movers? 
For the teachers, the possibility of having to learn how to use a whole new system is not a popular 
one. And the additional, current, issues in using a system with lagging functionalities, as Katrine 
mentioned, on top of that really are essential concerns. Both elements have to do with teachers 

inherently feeling like guinea pigs, while the counsellors (officially) see it as being a worthwhile 
experience to get acquainted with the didactics, and functioning as types of first movers that can 
actually be part of shaping the next system, if they voice their needs explicitly.  

Katrine’s concern that the tools for sharing remain underdeveloped is a central issue of 

implementing LMS. I argue that her experiences are quite telling for an expectation versus reality 
dilemma facing this exact time in LMS implementation. Even though Katrine apparently is familiar 
with most of the strategies for LMS in all schools, she is faced with bad functionality and feedback 

with developers of the system, which ultimately risks making her less of a fan of the mandatory 
LMS use in the workplace in general. This is as low-practical as it gets, in terms of systemic 
functionality, but it really helps pinpoint where teachers draw a line. Katrine mentioned how this 

forced her to do what MeeBook could not in SkoleIntra instead, and the things that neither of the 
systems were able to do would then simply not be performed. The frustration was backed up by 
Daniel, mentioning how he would never understand why they were forced to get to know a system 

that is not fully developed yet; “We risk spending valuable time on an underdeveloped system, 
instead of fulfilling our core-responsibilities of standing in the classroom. Because it is very time 
consuming in the beginning. And I don’t believe that we have to be first movers but rather hold our 

 Because every teacher can make minor adjustments to another teacher’s course, which will then also be uploaded, resulting many more files than 13

there are unique courses.
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horses and observe where development is heading and then jump onboard, when we know more 

about best-practice scenarios” (10), not to forget his dissatisfaction with the fact, that they might 
not even end up using MeeBook as default LMS; “Knowing that we are spending time on a system 
that also might actually be completely replaced is a major cause for reluctance on my part.” (11). 

John and Jane would argue that the entire experience, even if sometimes negative, will help teachers 
adapt to the default LMS faster in the long run. I, however, see a clear risk here of exposing the 

teachers to too much hassle and half-solutions, which could ultimately turn them against LMS in 
the future or at least further prolong the process of a conflict-filled implementation. Paradoxically, 
John is worried about the same thing: “With so many bad examples of national or municipal 

procured IT systems [e.g. EFI, Amanda], we cannot risk another one within the school. It might 
sound harsh, but places like the teachers’ union would enjoy it if this failed. We have to be sharp 
and not scare people off.” (12). Arguably John worries more about the public perception and less 

about what the consequences might be, if teachers in general refuse or fail to see the value in LMS.  

Theoretically this problematic dichotomy between what teachers experience under these uncertain 

conditions and how counsellors think they should deal with them can be framed in other ways. 
Firstly it brings me back to my previous statements about the extensive use of spatial metaphors in 

my empirical material. It is deeply embedded in all the interview subjects that the people at street-
level are being increasingly managed and that their say can only be voiced ‘upwards’ and hoped to 
be taken into account among the ‘higher’-level actors that ultimately will decide their future faith. 

Both ANT and Lipsky would argue the opposite and state that street-level bureaucrats have plenty 
of agency and opportunity to shape their own professional agenda, but this obviously can be hard to 
realise if the street-level bureaucrats are not even aware of that agency in themselves. Secondly, 

according to Lipsky and as mentioned in chapter 2.1.2, rules may be an impediment to supervision 
because rules can be so contradictory that can only be reinforced selectively, which ultimately 
results in discretion. I will return to the question of discretion and related empirical examples in 

chapter 5.3.5, but it is nonetheless relevant to mention here, because the overall confusion and 
somewhat contradicting deadlines for implementation of different LMS systems in just one school 
might enable more discretion among teachers - and even counsellors - than they themselves are 

aware of. 
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5.3.4 Learning Management Systems as Non-Human Actors 
Another very central element to teachers’ concerns regarding implementation and use, and also of 
great interest from a theoretical perspective, is the interweaved nature of LMS in general. I have 
encountered several examples, where teachers knowingly or unknowingly attribute subjective 

characteristics towards the systems themselves. And since a central element to ANT, as mentioned, 
is the notion of agency in non-human actors, I find it relevant to pinpoint the areas where teachers 
attribute agency to elements in the LMS. 

LMS as Political Tool? 
There is an overlap of policy, teaching and technology when approaching the topic of LMS. And 

while it should have come as no surprise that teachers realises that too, I was somehow taken aback 
of how often and explicitly politics and political agency was attributed to MeeBook. The reason for 
this surprise can be argued to be based in the theory. I approached teachers with an explorative 

mindset, as mentioned, but did nonetheless view them as street-level bureaucrats. In doing so, I was 
initially interested in their dilemmas, their discretion and their concerns in general - all things I 
anticipated to be rather day-to-day specific. And many concerns were nested in low-practical 

functionalities, but several other comments pointed towards that the larger concerns had to do with 
MeeBook’s inherent political agency.  

When asked about what, in her opinion, was the intent and purpose of the mandatory use of LMS, 
Katrine answered; “Well, it’s an extension of the Reform. It’s a decision made at top-level to enforce 
generally better systems, performance management and collecting data. That is the impression I 

share with many of my colleagues both here and in other schools.” (13). In a similar discussion, 
Daniel said; “MeeBook is partly developed to enforce the use of learning goals [læringsmål], and 
it’s marketed likewise. Goals, goals, goals. For me, this makes it political and strongly attitudinal, 

which is why I am sceptical.” (14). 

Although both Katrine and Daniel were positive towards some elements of MeeBook and LMS, 
when it comes to the inherent purpose of LMS in general, they both mentioned politics and political 
standards. This indicates that the mere presence of an LMS is felt among teachers, and is apparently 

felt as a political entry into their daily work life, which is major attribution of agency to a pretty 
standard system. Katrine and Daniel mention three central elements, when it comes to them 
experiencing political agency; performance management, data collection and learning goals. 

Performance management applies to both students and teachers in the current LMS, and are built-in 
tools that are supposed to do several things; students evaluating their own progress, students 
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evaluating teachers and courses, and teachers evaluating students. In this way, it is closely related to 

learning goals, because the management tools are what both teachers and student use to assess 
whether they have actually reached those goals. But learning goals are more than that. Learning 
goals as mentioned are formulated by the Ministry of CEE and should be further specified by each 

teacher. Today all teaching is expected to be done with those goals in mind following the Reform, 
and this is where the system becomes political, because not all teachers agree with this approach.  

Daniel mentions how he has never paid much attention to using learning goals systematically, 
because he would rather adjust his teaching to the progress of the class. He knows by experience 
what his students have to learn, and it is on that basis he organises his classes; “I probably don’t use 

MeeBook as it is intended, like by attaching specific learning goals and planning my teaching based 
on them. I don’t require my students to give me feedback. I know what they [the students] have to go 
through, and MeeBook ends up functioning as an online binder, where I put my teaching 

materials.” (15). Such a statement does not indicate a great amount of resistance towards the 
functionalities of the system, but rather resistance towards the idea that learning goals are embedded 
within those functionalities. The reason this is relevant is that within the near future, teachers will 

be mandated to actively put in learning goals to MeeBook, because the deadline for complete 
implementation and use - meaning all the functions - is December 2017. And this means no more 

cherry-picking or refusing to use tools, because it will become mandatory to use all of them, like 
year-plans, student-plans, sharing courses, and of course learning goals. When that time comes the 
political agency of the system might prove even more felt among teachers such as Katrine and 

Daniel, regardless of how much management and counsellors argue that it is all about didactics, 
which I will get back to in the next chapter.   

The embedded function of collecting data proved interesting from the teachers’ perspective for two 
reasons. It was sometimes described as a typical reform-specific function, and other times as a 
helpful cooperation and inspiration tool. Daniel, for example, said that “I think it’s an excellent idea 

to get new systems that cooperate. We as teachers are way to spread out and we need something to 
combine us and our material.” (16), but he also mentioned that he feared that the LMS, in its 
finished version, would not be able to combine all the different personalities that make a diverse 

teachers’ lounge and ways of teaching in a good way. And although Katrine clearly attributed 
political agency to the system (cf. quote on previous page) she also said that she did not pay much 
attention to the consequences of it, but that she ultimately just wanted a system that worked; “The 

elements of LMS that I associate with the 2013 Reform were not really new to me. As a math 
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teacher, I already worked with things like visible learning. (…) I am annoyed that MeeBook did not 

anticipate the need some basic functionalities for sharing material” (17).  

This obviously is interesting from my perspective. I say so first of all because it emphasises the 

complexity of a (seemingly) simple system such as MeeBook. It encompasses several types of 
agency, and the type of agency is not even based on who you ask. As indicated in the quotes above, 
these actors are identifying pros and cons of the system in regards to data-collection alone, and the 

type of agency attributed to the function seems to be linked with their perceived personal gain from 
or interpretation of that function. Data-collection with the purpose of sharing teaching material is 
generally described as good thing, while it is either sceptically (Daniel) or almost immaterially 

(Katrine) talked about when the extracted evaluation data is used for official comparison or 
individual performance management.  

A related theoretical question one might ask, then, is if some inherent functions in the LMS affect 
street-level discretion? Because regardless of what teachers and counsellors themselves believe to 
be in control over or not to be in control over, their discretionary actions might not even be visible 

to them in the moment. This is what I will go more into detail with in chapter 5.3.5 about discretion, 
but before doing so I would like to mention a few more observations from the interviews, which in 

my opinion also highlight why I can identify such different types of attributed non-human agency.  

Didactical Agency 
As I also mentioned in the introduction to the analysis, didactics as a theme plays a large part in the 
discussions about the use of LMS at Strandvejsskolen. That is likely because didactics play a large 
part of everything related to teaching in Folkeskolen. It does however seem to play an especially 

large role when it comes to the current LMS implementation, because LMS is moving into the 
territory of teaching methods, which means into the territory of the classroom and thus the space 
where street-level bureaucrats traditionally have method autonomy (cf. Aastrup Rømer, 2015). 

When I talked to the street-level bureaucrats, counting both counsellors and teachers, I met 
divergent ideas and interpretations of how didactics and LMS are related. As mentioned in the 
previous chapter, both Katrine and Daniel attribute clear political agency to MeeBook, but when 

asked about whether e.g. the Reform and the BPI should be seen as separate from one another, in 
her opinion, Jane answered “Yes.. Yes it should. Definitely separate from law 409. Big parts of the 
BPI should be seen as a confrontation with and replacement of an ancient system 

[Skoleintra].” (18). Jane did however also say that “(…) speaking particularly about LMS, its 
inherent methods could be seen as coupled together with the Reform, because it deals with visible 
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learning [synlig læring, cf. chapter 5.2.3], team-cooperation and time optimisation. Those you 

could see as reform-specific characteristics. But that’s it. (…) Mostly I see MeeBook and other 
systems as valuable didactical tools for multimodality , sharing of material, and better planning of 14

courses with integrated learning goals.” (19). Besides further exemplifying the complexity in just 

one system, Jane’s comments also indicate that she thinks of MeeBook as a didactical tool more 
than a political tool enabled through technology. The fact that she identifies learning goals as 
something didactical, however, more importantly points towards that she probably agrees with that 

element of the Reform. This means that a seemingly simple function of integrated learning goals 
represents something positive to one teacher, and something negative to another teacher.  

John said that, in his opinion, the most important elements to MeeBook and reasons to use LMS in 
general were: “I say to the teachers that MeeBook provides overview and better structuring of 
teaching, and being closer to the students. Cooperation and sharing of materials. When we have 

less time for preparing our courses, sharing will be crucial, but it scares some teachers to not make 
all their own material. I an ideal world we can also make mini-evaluations, and automatically 
process data in learning-goals-managed education [læringsmålstyret undervisning].” (20). In itself 

this was not a comments that stood out, when John first said it. Taking the countless other insights I 
have obtained following the interview with him, though, it becomes more clear how John’s 

interpretation of MeeBook might influence the teachers’ interpretation in a different way than he 
thinks. If he, and thus probably his counsellors, time and time again argue that MeeBook is a 
helpful teaching tool based on above-mentioned elements, he fails to recognise that teachers - 

although they might also see it as a helpful teaching tool, when it is finished - primarily see it as a 
political installation in their professional working life. 

A somewhat different but nonetheless interesting example of didactical agency was found in 
another comment Jane made. When talking about what the functions of LMS (and use of those 
functions) generally had to live up to, Jane said that “It has to ensure the possibility of being more 

than an online book, and as teachers we have to benefit from the what it can do. Most importantly it 
is crucial that it allows space for the individual teacher’s didactics, so that we hold on to diversity 
in teaching. Otherwise going to school will be boring.” (21). This indicates Jane’s agreement with 

the previous mentioned tradition of method autonomy in Folkeskolen, which in a qualified guess I 
would assume the others teachers agree with. Later on in our conversation, however, Jane says that 
MeeBook’s functions and the current and coming demands for using them probably suits some 

teachers better than others; “MeeBook is definitely a time-saver for me, because I prefer using four 

 Multimodality refers to MeeBook’s function of integrating other online platforms, like Youtube, in teaching.  14
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hours planning the next couple of months. Many teachers prefer planning more ad hoc and they are 

not thrilled with changing that. I believe that courses are better if they are planned like I do, and the 
teachers that feel pressured in this regards have to figure out how to adjust. In time MeeBook 
should be able to accommodate both needs, but some teachers will have to adapt since year- and 

studentplans are becoming mandatory to make.” (22). Jane argues that the way teachers choose to 
educate is their choice, and that LMS then should be for everybody and for any type of teacher, but 
at the same time she says that those who do not like planning a head will have to either struggle or 

conform. This paradoxical somewhat embedded blindspot is arguably not something Jane cultivates 
on purpose, but just like John, it risks creating broader distances between the basic perceptual 
understandings of LMS between teachers and counsellors.  

There are crucial elements of LMS that appear to divide teachers and counsellors, and it is often 
associated with whether or not a user of LMS actually agrees with the policy or even the didactics 

behind it. So while both Jane and John argue that teachers ideally should not have to conform too 
much to the system, and rather vice versa, they still inherently acknowledge that it is not the case. 
And as mentioned in the previous chapter, I argue that the type of agency attributed to the system by 

the actors using it or trying to implement it highly influence the amount and type of discretionary 
acts the actors then perform as a result.  

Before going into such discretionary acts, I have to make an observation based on what I believe to 
be true in the case of Jane and John. Experienced as teachers, IT counsellors and managers they are 

very well aware that politics matter in Folkeskolen in general and as representatives of BUF they 
are aware of the political nature of LMS implementation. Of course. So when I identify their 
attributed agency as being mostly related to the technological functions and the practical 

improvements and teaching abilities in Folkeskolen through LMS, I do not consequently argue that 
is the whole picture. On the contrary. Although I really do believe that they agree with the benefits 
of LMS, from both a political and didactical standpoint, they strategically frame the narrative 

around didactics and what it can contribute to teachers in order to ensure its implementation and 
avoid unnecessary discussions. I understand that position, but from what I have deducted from the 
teachers’ experiences, it can be argued to result in bigger division between the two interpretations of 

the system if teachers and counsellors do not explicitly share the same premise for why the LMS is 
there in the first place. If not addressed properly, this could turn into regenerating patterns of rather 
negative network effects, where the final punctualisation might be counteractive for the cooperation 

between teachers and counsellors, as well as between strategy formulators and street-level 
bureaucrats.  
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5.3.5 Discretion 
According to Lipsky’s theory, discretion is something that is performed at the street-level and is a 
unique feature to street-level bureaucrats. Within ANT terminology, discretion could also be coined 
as a type of agency, and the invisible actions of teachers can helpfully be identified using both ANT 

and Lipsky. Discretion can happen based on different things and reasons, and in the case of 
Strandvejsskolen there are several interesting examples I would like to outline. Is it however 
relevant to also mention, as I have pointed towards previously, that I identify some actors in my 

empirical material as street-level bureaucrats although Lipsky might disagree in that assessment. 
Here I am referring to the two IT counsellors I have spoken to, because they are situated as both 
teachers and managers. Although I regard all teachers and IT counsellors equally as street-level 

bureaucrats, I do recognise that there are inherent differences between their positions at 
Strandvejsskolen. For that reason, I will distinguish between counsellor/management discretion and 
teacher discretion in the following chapters. It is also important to briefly specify that when I am 

identifying examples of discretion at Strandvejsskolen, it is discretion related to the use of LMS. I 
say so, because there are possibly if not certainly various other discretionary actions happening all 
at the same time as the LMS implementation process is unfolding, and those are obviously only 

relevant for this analysis if they are somehow linked with LMS. 

Management/Counsellor Discretion 
Coming back to the IT counsellors, I find their positions interesting when it comes to LMS 
implementation and use, because they actively advocate for its use, whereas teachers first and 
foremost are receivers of that advocacy. Whether teachers choose (or refuse) to talk ‘on behalf of 

the system’ is up to them based on experience, while the counsellors perform as spokespersons from 
the beginning. This means that their discretion is different from the other teachers, but it is 
nonetheless discretion. A very good example of this was mentioned by John, when he 

acknowledged that he himself makes the decision of what to share and what not to share with the 
teachers, he is counselling: “There are and will be several details concerning the current and future 

implementation of learning management systems that the teachers won’t know about. I don’t spend 
a lot of time explaining the teachers all the elements, because most of those things aren’t important 
for them. I don’t think they know about the requirements specifications for the potential new system 

either.” (23) 

The other teachers inherently agrees with the fact that John is the decider. When asked about how 

they were first introduced to MeeBook, Jane said that “John introduced MeeBook to us and told us 
to get acquainted with it” (24), Katrine said that “Primarily John was the one with the experience, 
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so he brought it here” (25), while Daniel mentioned how he was one of the first teams to use it, 

because he worked closely with Jane, who was told to use it by John.   

This can be analysed from different perspectives, drawing on the theoretical framework and 

likewise contributing teacher comments. First of all, John clearly represents management in this 
example, as he is filtering what information is relevant for his colleagues. In doing so he perhaps 
unknowingly plays a crucial part in how those colleagues understands and reacts to the system, 

because they only have the opportunity to react to what information he provides them with. This 
might not ultimately determine how a teacher uses the system, but it sure can affect it, which 
underlines the agency of an actor in that position at Strandvejsskolen. I identify this type of agency 

as directly related to means of discretion, because it - like with discretion in a ‘traditional’ street-
level bureaucrat - contains inherent dilemmas as well. Lipsky (1980) helpfully sums up that this 
dilemma in general has to do with “Finding the right balance between compassion and flexibility, 

and impartiality and rigid-rule application” (1980: 14-15). Practically solely representing the 
management’s choices and priorities for IT implementation at the entire educational institution of 
Strandvejsskolen puts John in a position with this type of general dilemma, thus resembling that of 

a regular school teacher. The political requirements for implementation and use of MeeBook 
represents organisational authority, while the teachers represent the citizens, and the way in which 

John chooses to provide service becomes policy. So if it is an acceptable argument that this specific 
type of school manager, being both an IT counsellor and teacher, can be recognised as street-level 
bureaucrat, some central questions then becomes, what type of service is school management 

(represented through John) providing? What types of inherent discretions can we identify? Does he 
display relative autonomy from organisational authority?  

We know from Lipsky’s framework that discretion happens for various reasons, like personal 
preference, contradicting rules enabling discretion, required responses to human dimensions and  
the related general complexity with reducing situations to programmatic formats. Taking those 

concepts into consideration, the previous quote by John is interesting, because it indicates how he 
assumes to know what is relevant and what is not relevant for teachers to know, in order for them to 
start using MeeBook. One can argue that the conscious act of withholding information has to do 

with the human dimensional nature of his work. He informs his fellow teachers, to the best of his 
ability, based on professional experience and apparent personal knowledge about the target group. A 
low practical example, where the human dimension is very clear, is him saying that “We are 

currently implementing student plans step by step, because I thought it would come back to bite us, 
if we threw everybody in the deep end at the same time. Even though we should have everybody up 
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and running if we are going to make the deadline for full implementation. But for now everybody is 

free to test the function, and then a few are using it regularly. It’s all about knowing what works now 
and for who, and implement based on that. We need some spokespeople in the teachers’ 
lounge.” (26). 

But John also shows clear signs of the rationalisation of responding to individuals on a mass basis, 
when he states that: “Everybody had equal possibility to come and talk to the counsellors about the 

LMS last year, and we made it very clear that they should test it, to be read for the mandatory use of 
year plans. If they didn’t show up, it’s not for a lack of communicating the burning platform to 
them.” (27). These two statements are in a way contradictory, because John argues that everybody 

responds to change in different ways, while also claiming that that if everybody did not seek 
counselling, the lack of knowledge today is that own fault. This version of the reality was also far 
from shared with all other teachers. Daniel made it clear that “many teachers felt overwhelmed by 

the mandatory use starting in August 2016, and myself included spent time over the holidays getting 
acquainted with MeeBook alone, because the official window for counselling had closed.” (28). 
This points towards the other perspective of management/counsellor agency. John and Jane both 

posses agency with means of discretion based on elements that resemble those of the classic street-
level bureaucrat, but there are, however, also examples of of the opposite. When they as counsellors 

respond to the teachers as a whole, they tend to undermine the heterogeneity of the teachers’ lounge 
and the individual teachers’ actual knowledge about what is going on in e.g. BUF or KL. Both 
Daniel and Katrine were quite well-informed about the BPI, because they either sought out that 

information themselves or heard it from colleagues, which John as previously mentioned was sure 
that they did not. This means that regardless of the amount of control practiced by the counsellors in 
what they share and what they withhold, information still finds it way to the teachers, and the 

indication that Jane and John are not aware of this just goes to show that they work in an 
environment highly influenced by discretion in multiple areas.  

Teacher Discretion 
In the previous chapter identifying non-human agency in LMS, I mentioned how one teacher 
acknowledged not to use MeeBook the way it was intended e.g. when it comes to implementing 

learning goals. He went on to describe how he had made the yearly plans, because he had to, but 
how he rarely updated or edited them: “I put in my plan for the year, but I rarely really follow it. I 
have plenty of supplementing activities that I don’t put into MeeBook although I could. Sometimes 

because I like the spontaneity, but mostly because it doesn’t affect my teaching where it [his 
materials] is located.” (29). This points towards the related argument that the type of agency the 
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street-level bureaucrats attribute to the system is part of determining the type of discretion they 

enact. Daniel is against the inherent political requirements of learning goals, thus he displays signs 
of discretion particularly within the functions that enable teaching through those learning goals. In 
my opinion, based on all the interviews, this is also why I was not able to identify any specific signs 

of discretion through LMS when it comes to Katrine, expect when it comes to using SkoleIntra 
instead of MeeBook sometimes. Because although she clearly attributes political agency to 
MeeBook, as mentioned earlier, she does not seem to be bothered by it because it does not influence 

her personal preference for teaching. Katrine’s didactics are not forcibly changed, thus her 
discretion cannot be identified.  

So coming back to Daniel, in his own opinion the way in which he uses, or does not use, MeeBook 
is quite insignificant for the implementation itself because it is only to be expected when dealing 
with new systems. He argues that “I think the people implementing this would say I’m on the right 

track in adapting to the system, regardless of how little I’m following the plans. At least the plans 
are there, and I know how to make them.” (30). I think that is a valid argument, and will once again 
mention the inherent nuance in all of the people I have talked to for this research. He mentions time 

after time how he thinks systemic updates is a very good idea, and how teachers need better tools 
for scheduling, sharing and grading material. But coming back to feeling like a guinea pig, he 

simply does not want to be the one testing out or forming the nature of such systemic updates. 
However, though, he might underestimate the significance and - using the theoretical terminology - 
the agency in his discretion. 

If the way Daniel chooses to teach and use MeeBook today is any reflection of how he will 
continue to act, the coming year would prove immensely interesting to follow. Since I will not be 

able to do so, at least for this thesis, I can only theoretically speculate based on my current 
experience. Considering how Daniel is practically ‘only’ doing what he is mandated to do (which 
currently is year-plans), and furthermore not really integrating it into his teaching, I can see 

something similar happening with the remaining functions like evaluation, learning goals etc. as 
well. An example could be that he formulates or copies some official learning goals for his students 
into MeeBook/ or another LMS in the beginning of the school year (because he has to) but does not 

follow them and keeps teaching math in 9th grade as he always has. This is not to say that his 
student are not taught what other 9th graders are taught in math, it just means that Daniel does it in 
an order that does not necessarily match that of the official Ministry formulations. Even if the LMS 

requires Daniel to individually evaluate each student’s progress in relation to said learning goals, he 
can basically type in everything he wants to, as long as he himself knows which students need what 
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type of support going forward. So in a possible future that would look like one teaching strategy  

with related evaluation reflected in the system, but a different one in the classroom, where the 
requirements for data-input is met, even though they don’t reflect the actual teaching. From a street-
level bureaucratic perspective, this could actually be argued to reflect a higher relative autonomy 

from organisational authority through the use of technology, instead of the increased control ‘from 
above’ that Daniel otherwise experiences.  

Daniel’s choices and how it results in discretion have to do both with disagreeing with some of the 
objectives of the Reform, which are clearly embedded in the LMS, and theoretically speaking his 
discretion in the use of MeeBook can be argued to be caused by contradicting rules (as mentioned 

in chapter 5.3.3), but also personal preference and the agency he attributes to the system. As was 
described in cf. chapter 5.2.3, it has become a political priority to ensure ‘visible learning’ through 
the Reform. From the strategic perspective, this has to do learning goals, evaluations and the 

importance of being able to track or monitor (even if it is only done by the teacher) the progress of 
students. What they learn has to become visible in a way that can be read by others basically. 
Drawing on Daniel’s previous statements, though, he might already have the visible learning he 

needs - which is in the classroom. It seems that in his professional opinion, he feels experienced 
enough to know how and if his students are progressing, and how to respond to that in his teaching. 

Then what value does that LMS function even provide? If he experiences that the government’s 
version of visible learning and learning goals is embedded in the LMS, regardless of how he would 
prefer better systems, as a result of personal teaching preference and attributed non-human agency 

he does not conform to the system ‘as he should’. And this is where Lipsky’s notion about street-
level bureaucrats as policy-makers comes in, because he argues that examples of discretion, such as 
the one described here, “when taken into concert, individual actions add up to agency 

behaviour” (Lipsky, 1980). So although Daniel is just one person and his actions are indeed his 
own, there are quite possibly many similar examples of this, and those combined, ‘in concert’, 
would theoretically speaking become LMS policy in the eyes of children and parents. More so, both 

Daniel and Katrine mentioned how especially issues with implementing visible learning and 
learning goals in the classroom were currently shared by most teachers at the school. So while it 
might be hear-say, I can assume that Daniel’s discretionary actions are performed by others as well.  

I will once again point out that I am aware that most examples and findings that have been 
presented throughout this analysis are few and individual. They do nonetheless require attention, 

precisely because one small-scale study can indicate such potentially consequential situations for 
current and future implementation of LMS or other politically incited technologies. I do not argue 
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that the informants from this investigation necessarily experience a lot of conflict brought on by 

LMS implementation, and they might not experience the potential growing distance that I have 
described, but this is where ANT and SLB can provide the tools to analyse statements in a deeper 
way. I can identify in what ways counsellors and teachers are saying one thing, while their actions 

might actually indicate something else. I am convinced that all actors want the best possible 
outcome of this whole process, and at least that no one I have talked to is interested in not 
implementing a good system. But their interpretation of what the system is, and who it is for, is 

crucial for understanding how well it could ultimately end up being integrated in the school. I work 
with the premise that government is experienced through the practice of street-level bureaucrats, 
and although we are talking about children as the citizens who are experiencing government, I think 

it is safe to say that their image of the school does not span much longer than what their teacher 
teaches them. And if LMS is either forcibly kept out, or perhaps primarily only used as an online 
folder for materials, or even focusing only on how well students perform compared to one another, 

and such actions are applicable to more teachers than just the ones I have talked to, then that 
becomes public education policy. Regardless of the broader objectives formulated by the state. 

Teachers’ Lounge Agency 
While on the subject of ‘other teachers’, I must mention another actor-agency that only became 
apparent to me after situating myself in Strandvejsskolen, being that of the teachers’ lounge. 

Unfortunately I cannot describe it as much in detail, as I would have hoped, given that I only spoke 
to a few teachers and counsellors and generally did not have the opportunity to observe it from it 

within. What I did learn, however, is the interesting ways in which it is mentioned. John has a habit 
of describing it as a whole, as should be clear through some of his previous quotes, and as 
something that works either for or against you, as representing management. Both Daniel and 

Katrine have the same habit, when they mention how they know that ‘most’ of the teachers at 
Strandvejsskolen share their frustrations. But at the same time, the heterogeneity of the teachers’ 
lounge is continuously mentioned by all the informants, and the way in which it is framed (unified 

or the opposite) seems to be based on whether it suits the agenda people are trying to (perhaps 
unknowingly) push.  

John mentions the teachers’ lounge as a whole, when he talks about how everybody has been 
provided with equal support and opportunity to be counselled through the ‘trial-period’ of 
MeeBook, but goes on to talk about them as separate actors with separate capabilities, when he 

mentions how one or two teachers at Strandvejsskolen have actively refused to start using it. In this 
way he indirectly clears himself of any type of blame (in lack of a better word), because 
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‘everybody’ was giving equal support, but yet ‘one’ individual has refused. Not because he has no 

been properly counselled, but rather because of his or hers stubbornness. Katrine talks about the 
teachers’ lounge as a whole, when she states that everybody’ is struggling with the inadequate 
sharing functions, but also mentions how all teachers are different and should be allowed to remain 

equally individual in their teaching style. The latter is rather easy for her to say, when she is not 
experiencing struggles with the inherent didactics (not unlike Jane’s comments from chapter 5.3.4), 
but when she states that ‘everybody’, just like her, is not happy with the current sharing functions, 

she is multiplying her own issues with the LMS.  

The teachers’ lounge as an actor-network then becomes interesting to look at, because it - in some 

cases at least  - is a term in transformation depending on who is constructing it that is used to 
legitimise a point in an argument. Besides the way the term is used to push agendas and opinions, 
the teachers’ lounge would also be also interesting to further analyse, for another investigation 

obviously, because it appears that it in many instances represents the physical and figurative space 
where the actual practice of LMS is partly being developed. Because although each teacher - as 
shown - has the opportunity to act beyond the immediate supervision of organisational authority, 

there are quite possibly a few individuals located in the teachers’ lounge that influence other 
teachers’ interpretation of an LMS. In ANT terminology such an actor could be identified as an 

obligatory passage point. Going forward such types of agency would be immensely interesting - 
although difficult - to attempt to identify drawing upon the same combined methodological 
framework of this thesis, because it could provide additional knowledge to the complexity of 

Folkeskolen and more importantly more information about what really shapes the implementation 
process of technology in education.  
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6. Observations & Discussion 
Before summing up the final conclusions of this thesis, there are some observations and related 

discussions I would like to bring forward. Firstly, in methodological retrospect I can now identify 
insights from the interviews that perhaps deserved more attention. Mainly I possibly could have 

benefitted from knowing more about Folkeskolen’s extensive focus on didactics and even the 
Reform before the interviews. I certainly knew about the Reform, most almost exclusively through 
media-coverage, which certainly also have a tendency of simplifying the controversy and placing 

all teachers in one box. Both are still major elements of the findings of this thesis, and I do believe 
that I ‘caught’ the fact that they were so important rather quickly, but it is nonetheless easier to 
approach the qualitative material with as much knowledge as possible, especially with such 

influential elements like didactics. Going through the interviews, I realised how broadly the word 
didactics was used, and I might have benefitted from asking each informant how they understood 
the word. Specifically asking individuals to define a word they use interchangeably and frequently 

might have inspired them to reflect about what they associated with the term. These are reflections 
that are closely related with the method of choice for this thesis, where uncertainty and surprises are 
almost a given in the empirical material. 

More importantly, I also want to point out the that in this exact time of LMS implementation in 
Folkeskolen it is central to understand that current systems simply are not fully developed yet when 

it comes to the standards demanded by teachers. The arguments to begin using them anyway, which 
entail getting use to changing didactics in teaching and the administrative benefits from sharing 
material, are understood but not necessarily shared amongst teachers. ‘Why adapt to new working 

patterns, if we aren’t even sure that this is the final version of the system?’ is a central question, but 
on a deeper level, which was also touched upon in the analysis, there is also concern that teachers 
loose autonomy in their teaching style, when the systems are so centrally developed around goals 

for learning, and this is exactly where the both didactical and political agency of said systems 
shows its influence, as just described in the previous chapter. There might, however, also be 
something else at stake when it comes to the unfinished systems and confusing implementation 

process, which has to do with the previously mentioned examples of teachers not realising their 
own agency or discretion. It can be argued that the reason why teachers express that they have less 

autonomy, although there are examples of  the opposite, has to do with them being in a state of beta. 
When new technologies or systems are more or less forced upon the teachers, like MeeBook this 
year or the possibly new LMS next year,   they have to adapt their work processes, which feels 

controlling and as a deprivation of professional liberty. But as has been showed in this thesis, there 
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are still examples of teachers using the LMS as intended only when it suits their personal 

preference, and otherwise working around the system. So while they might believe that the system 
will one day be finished and fully implemented, which represents the day they truly have to 
conform, the process of implementing and developing techniques will quite possibly continue 

constantly. First of all because technology moves so fast that current LMS will require constant 
modifications, and second of all because the teachers will possibly continue to expand the space in 
which they can teach as they wish to.  

Neff & Stark (2003) introduced some interesting thoughts to this account, when they identified how 
organisations in the new digital economy should learn from software engineers, when it comes to 

beta testing products in the ‘real’ world. They argue that top-down design is a thing of the past, and 
that permanently beta encompasses the social implications of continual technological change, 
because we can no longer aspire to reach a state of finished technology or perfect systems, and nor 

should we. If developers realise the power of users and ensure that beta testers feel like their 
feedback matters, then you create your own army of co-developers according to Neff & Stark, also 
argued by Raymond (2001); “Treat the users of a program as co-developers, and they will act like 

co-developers”. With Lipsky’s premise of street-level bureaucrats’ policy-making abilities, the 
notion of beta testing and co-development is interesting. ‘Permanently beta’ would argue that as 

long as teachers felt heard and felt like co-developers of LMS, they would actively appreciate being 
guinea pigs. And since their actions becomes policy anyway, cf. Lipsky, it would be in developers 
own best interest to make them feel that way. But ‘developers’ is a difficult definition to pinpoint in 

relation to LMS, because both private developers like MeeBook and ‘the state’ each has their 
signature on the product. MeeBook appears to be actively taking ongoing feedback into account, 
but because of the strong conviction among teachers that LMS - as well as any other public 

initiative or policy - originates through a one-way street from ‘above’, they do not see the ‘return of 
investment’ in beta testing the product, regardless of how much MeeBook tries to accommodate 
teachers’ needs. This is a major challenge in public software and IT today, because arguably 

technology moves too fast not to take beta-insights into account, but if users do not regard any 
value in beta testing, how can we ensure that development accommodates the people who actually 
uses it? Do we risk that development and the requirements for development goes in one direction, 

while use or misuse goes in a completely different direction?  
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21st Century Street-Level Bureaucrats:  
Public Servants In Perpetual Beta? 
What this thesis’ findings might add to Lipsky is an expansion of what it means to be a street-level 
bureaucrat today. I would argue that the dilemmas of street-level bureaucrats in a dynamic, 
uncertain, efficiency-driven and technological work environment also have to do with realising 

one’s agency under constantly changing circumstances.  

Based on the amount of findings and insights Lipsky’s SLB framework has allowed for me to 

identify, I do believe that the theory still applies today. What can be discussed about and added to 
Lipsky in a contemporary light, however, is what I find interesting. Arguably street-level 
bureaucrats today operate in an environment more influenced by change than even before, where 

technology and its inherent possibilities for digitisation has made it easier to implement efficiency 
and performance management measures into the core of street-level operations. The dilemmas of 
meeting requirements from management versus meeting the needs of citizens is not necessarily 

changed today then, but the dilemmas perhaps have become of a slightly different nature. Besides 
having to adapt to new digital systems and new ways of enforcing public strategy, street-level 
bureaucrats’ discretion and expansion of agency will not be static. It will continuously change form, 

where sometimes the agency is more limited (e.g. right when a new system is introduced) and other 
times considerably bigger, when they get to know the new technical standards and learn to use them 
how they see fit. In the empirical setting of this thesis, I can still identify teachers’ dilemmas having 

to do with feeling unable to respond to the children’s individual needs, which is the dilemma Lipsky 
highlights, but I do not attribute that to LMS or increased technology, and I do not feel that the 

teachers at Strandvejsskolen spent a lot of time voicing this concern. LMS affects teachers and not 
children, and the system is interpreted as a one-way distribution channel of Reform specific 
requirements, which once again highlights why the ‘learning’ in Learning Management System 

might be better suited with ‘teaching’.  
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7. Conclusion 
In this thesis I set out to investigate how strategies for digitisation are implemented in Folkeskolen, 

and how the related mandatory use of Learning Management Systems are received, practiced and 
reacted towards by its users - teachers. Specifically I have focused on Strandvejsskolen in 

Copenhagen. Strandvejsskolen is unique because it hosts the municipality’s and BUF’s IT 
competency centre, which for the purpose of this research has been relevant because it means that 
the teachers have been required to use an LMS called MeeBook since the beginning of the school 

year. Besides focusing qualitatively and ethnographically on Strandvejsskolen, I have found it 
equally relevant to analyse the broader network of legislation, political strategy and public policy 
that combined are producing the requirements for mandatory use of LMS at both Strandvejsskolen 

and all other Danish schools, as well as the historical context for digitisation through the last three 
decades in Denmark.  

Summing up the latter part first, I can conclude the following. Drawing upon historical analysis 
texts about both public policy in general and official national digitisation strategies since the late 
1980s, I have identified how Denmark’s public sector, alongside most Western economies at the 

time, underwent changes that are related to the neoliberal tendency of New Public Management. 
NPM sought to modernise and rationalise the public sector e.g. through measures of 
standardisation, cost-cutting, and efficiency. Such objectives combined with the fast-growing 

development emergence of ICTs, databases and IT professionals pawed the way for national 
strategies for digitisation. Digitisation as a mean to market-orient the public sector in Denmark 
became particularly visible through change of government and when the Ministry of Finance took 

over the formulation of such strategies around the millennium. Since then, Denmark has grown into 
one of the most digital countries in the world, where especially digital public services and the 
extensive e-government measures from the 2011 eGovernment Strategy have made Denmark a 

leading actor. 

The national and municipal strategies for digitisation have played a big role for the current situation 

and implementation of LMS in Folkeskolen - not because the strategies mention Folkeskolen in 
much detail, but rather because official policy about LMS situates (and legitimises) itself as an 

effect of said strategies. While these are clear signs of network effects and punctualisations among 
political actors such as KL, the Ministry of CEE and the NAD, I have commented that the fact that 
policy and related deadlines still appears to change goes to show that the network is highly 

heterogeneous and is in a constant process of development, which sometimes negatively affects 
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how teachers respond to that change. Also, the implementation process itself has been argued to be 

a bit arbitrary, not in the lack of technical requirements specifications to the systems, but because 
the empirical investigation has shown that important decisions about which systems to acquire and 
use on both municipal- and school-level are made by whoever has the most experience.  

But although I have identified the importance of the digital strategies and their network effects for 
the empirical setting, I have analysed, the street-level bureaucrats I have talked to do not. They 
rather ascribe the agency around LMS implementation almost directly to the Reform. This has been 

concluded drawing upon Actor-Network-Theory as described by John Law and Bruno Latour, 
alongside Street-Level Bureaucracy theory as introduced by John Lipsky. The theories combined 
have made a theoretical and methodological framework for analysing how the teachers and the 

current implementation of LMS at Strandvejsskolen is part of a broader, highly complex network, 
combined by individual, technological, and political actors and agency. This network stretches from 
national strategies (both digital and non-digital) and their political authors, towards BUF and 

Copenhagen Municipality and all the way to Strandvejsskolen, the competency centre, its managers 
and counsellors and the teachers. Ethnographically and qualitatively I have investigated the part of 
the network that is physically present at Strandvejsskolen.  

While I have identified street-level bureaucratic characteristics in both teachers, counsellors and 

managers, I have found that the type of agency each of them attribute to the LMS in question, and 
LMS in general, is different based on their position in the network. Teachers have a tendency to 
attribute political agency to MeeBook, while counsellors and managers attribute more didactical 

agency - at least explicitly in their counselling. This has been further linked to the amount and type 
of discretion the different types of actors are performing. Representing management and the 
competency centre, Jane and John both display discretion through the amount of information they 

provide the teachers with. This is a very visible type of discretion, in that they are aware of the 
choices they are making and the information they are ‘withholding’, but there are also examples of 
discretion that is performed perhaps less knowingly, which is likewise based on the type of agency 

they have attributed to LMS in general. This for instance is when they react towards the teachers as 
a whole, a programatic format, and expect all teachers to ‘adapt’ to the LMS with equal ease. Both 
would explicitly argue that all teachers' individual needs should be taken into account, but some of 

the implementation and learning process, as well as ideas about the use, have displayed the 
opposite, which are clear examples of dilemmas that street-level bureaucrats experience. Teachers 
also displays acts of discretion, but I argue that their discretion - in the matter of LMS use at least - 

is less visible even to themselves. Katrine did not express a lot of actions indicating direct 
discretion, as Daniel did, which I have attributed to the fact that she does not feel like MeeBook is 
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forcing her to anything she is not already doing. So while she does attribute political agency to 

MeeBook, it does not influence the use, as far as I can determine. Daniel, however, reacts more 
clearly towards MeeBook and only uses it to the extent he is forced to, while still not actively 
following the plans he puts in to the system. The reason why I say the discretion is somehow still 

unknown to Daniel himself is that he sees it at completely normal. He also keeps saying that 
teachers are becoming increasingly controlled and managed ‘from above’, without realising his own 
agency and policy-making capability through the way he uses (or misuses) the LMS.  

So concluding on how mandatory use of LMS is received and practiced by users at 
Strandvejsskolen, I will have to point to two things, which ultimately relates closely to the sub-

research questions of this thesis. 1) LMS are received with a lot of attributed non-human agency, 
and that agency appears to highly influence the way LMS is then interpreted and ultimately used by 
teachers. 2) Some of the concerns are related to and arguably result in discretionary acts, such as the 

embedded reform-specific characteristics of visible learning and learning goals, not to forget the 
fact that Copenhagen Municipality might introduce a whole new LMS in 2017. Other concerns, 
primarily such as low-practical concerns with functions, do however not result in any discretion that 

I have been able to identify.  
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8. Going Forward 
Finally, I want to briefly illuminate some additional perspectives and research topics that this thesis 

might inspire to when it comes to digitisation in the educational sphere and perhaps in likeminded 
street-level bureaucracies in the public sector. 

This research has pointed towards the fact that NPM-inspired policy is possible to identify in 
today’s digitisation strategies, and that efficiency measures, performance management, etc., are 

easily traceable in the core objectives of agencies such as the NAD. It is likewise a present factor in 
other reforms, like the 2013 Reform, which in combination with digitisation results in a higher level 
of top-down governance. But we are currently experiencing a trend in Denmark and abroad, where 

politicians, scientists and the media are pointing towards a future where NPM should have much 
less influence. Mette Frederiksen, who is the current leader of Denmark’s biggest political party 
Socialdemokraterne, has promised a confrontation with NPM and its inherent regulatory demands 

among all workers in the public sector (Information, 2016), exemplifying that; “One example could 
be that agencies get longer-lasting budgets, so that we can obtain from stop-and-go regulation”. 
Liberal media tackles the subject on a monthly basis with headlines like “We are destroying the 

pleasure of working among public employees”, “The kiss of death to New Public Management”, 
“We cannot keep pressuring the public sector”, and “Neoliberalism produces loneliness”. Hood & 
Dixon (2015) and keep in mind that Christopher Hood was one of the scientific founders of NPM, 

have analysed three decades of NPM in the UK and now argue that basically all that can be showed 
for it, are higher costs and more complaints. Danish scientists at Roskilde University have likewise 
launched an extensive research project about the ‘efficiency gain’ from outsourcing, which so far 

has only proved a loss of profit over time (EffektDoku, RUC), from which professor Jakob Torfing 
argues that; “If we exhibit less control and more trust to public employees, they will practice their 
competencies resulting in better productivity and higher quality”.  

I find it tremendously interesting to follow this trend and see how it affects public digitisation in the 
coming years, because while NPM specific trajectories might prove less visible, digitisation will 

most likely only play a bigger role. One indicator of future developments could be to look at the 
newly introduced The Digital Strategy (NAD, Regionerne & KL, 2016), which is the eGovernment 

Strategy’s successor spanning from 2016-2020 as well as the municipal version Den 
fælleskommunale digitaliseringsstrategi (KL, 2016c). Given the lack of space in this research, I will 
abstain from more strategy analysis, and simply mention some initial observations. Neither of the 

strategies explicitly mention streamlining or profit-optimising as central goals, but one of the three 
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core objectives of the national strategy is described as using public digitisation for good growth 

conditions, while a core objective for the municipal strategy is an effective municipal sector through 
digitisation. So arguably, measures of efficiency are still high on the agenda, but so are keywords 
like trust, proximity, and quality, when reading them more in detail. 

Coming back to Bruun Jensen & Lauritsen’s arguments about reading strategies, these newly 
introduced strategies will not be entirely possible to analyse before we can study them in practice, 

as I have done with their predecessors in this thesis. For now I can only look at intention, and 
looking specifically at initiatives related to Folkeskolen I can determine the following. The BPI and 
LMS implementation remain as central aspects of creating the digital folkeskole towards 2020, and I 

already know from John that there will be an updated requirements specification in the beginning of 
2017. So while it not surprisingly appears that digitisation of Folkeskolen will continue, I also 
highly anticipate - based on the case-specific findings from this thesis as well as the direction of 

debate about the public sector - that it will be continuously critically debated and disputed unless 
policy-makers, levels of management and teachers reach a version of a consensus about what the 
LMS is actually intended to accomplish. Because as of today, that consensus is hard to identify.  
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9. Appendix 
9.1 Figures 
Figure 1: DK and EU average comparison (DESI)               

Figure 2: DK and EU comparison (DESI) 
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Figure 3: Comparing fællesoffentlige og fælleskommunale strategi 2011-2015 

Figure 4: KL illustration of six building-blocks of BPI.  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9.2 Overview & Abbreviations of Political  
and Organisational Actors 

- Digitaliseringsstyrelsen // National Agency for Digitisation (NAD)  
The NAD is an agency of the Ministry of Finance and has been established in 2011 to speed up 
the digitisation processes required to modernise the Danish welfare society. The Agency is in 

charge of the digitisation of Denmark and is responsible for the implementation of the 
government's digital ambitions in the public sector. 

- Kommunernes Landsforening // Local Government Denmark (KL)  
KL is the association and interest organisation of the 98 Danish municipalities. The mission of 
LGDK is to safeguard common interests of the municipalities, assist individual municipalities 

with consultancy services, and ensure that the local authorities are provided with up-to-date and 
relevant information.  

- KOMBIT 
KOMBIT is 100% owned by KL and supports development and integration of IT solutions in all 
municipalities 

- Ministeriet for Børn, Ligestilling og Uddannelse // Ministry of Children, Equality and Education 

(Ministry of CEE)  
The Ministry of CEE seeks to create strong education and offers to everybody, as well as 
enhancing equality between the sexes. It oversees the formulation of Fælles Mål. 

- Styrelsen for IT og Læring // National Agency for IT and Learning (STIL)  
STIL is an agency under the Ministry of CEE and seeks to enhance the digital development in 
education. 

- Erhvervs- og Vækstministeriet // Ministry of Business and Growth Denmark (EVM)  
The Ministry of Business and Growth seeks to improve the conditions for growth in Denmark. 
The Ministry conducts thorough economic analyses and suggests policy initiatives in areas 

imperative to economic growth. 
- Finansministeriet // Ministry of Finance (MoF)  

The Ministry of Finance supports the government in pursuing a sound economic policy, enhance 

growth and productivity and ensure efficiency in the public sector. 
- Forsknings- og Uddannelsesministeriet // (Now called:) Ministry of Higher Education and 

Science, (Previously called:) Ministry of Research and Communication Technologies (MRIT)  
The MRIT used to oversee all government related activities concerning digitisation and ICTs. 
Now they are responsible for research policy, innovation and higher education.  
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9.3 Translated quotes 

1. John: The specifics about BPI changes all the time, and regarding some concrete tools like Dashboard, anything 
written in 2015 no longer applies, because someone realised that the requirements for the Dashboard functions were 
already included in the other building blocks.  
Translation:  
Detaljerne om Brugerportalsinitiativet ændrer sig konstant, og dele fra 2015 kravspecifikationerne er allerede 
ændret, herunder dashboards. Nogen fandt ud af at dashboard funktionaliteterne allerede kunne indbygges i nogen 
af de andre dele.  

2. Jane: That’s honestly a very good question. I don’t know their primary sources of knowledge, and I don’t even have 
a feeling that they pull on any external sources.  
Translation  
Det er sgu et meget godt spørgsmål. Jeg ved faktisk ikke hvor de får den slags viden fra, og jeg tvivler på at den 
overhovedet er ekstern.  

3. Jane: Our presence is thought to function as a channel to the ground, but the challenge is that Copenhagen 
Municipality is so big, so even if we get through to BUF yelling our lungs out, they have a hard time channeling it 
further upwards. 
Translation  
Vores tilstedeværelse fungerer også som en kanal til jorden, men det er en udfordring at Københavns Kommune er 
så stor, at selvom vi kommer igennem til BUF og råber så højt vi kan, så er det svært at få det længere opad i den 
lange kæde.  

4. John: [In my experience] most teachers are not aware that the mandatory implementation of LMS has anything to 
do with the BPI or another concrete political strategy.  
Translations  
Så vidt jeg er klar over er de fleste lærere slet ikke klar over at implementeringen af MeeBook har noget at gøre 
med Brugerportalsinitiativet eller nogen anden konkret politisk strategi.  

5. John: “I made the decision to bring Meebook to Strandvejsskolen, because I knew the most about the subject (…) 
it’s my experience that the selection method is a bit random both here and in other Copenhagen schools. In any 
case, there’s no officially suggested way of choosing, so the decision is just made by somebody who wants to make 
it. Many managers and teachers I meet have implemented a system because it was suggested by someone else - 
either a colleague from another school or directly from BUF and Fagligt Center. Very few people have tried more 
than one system, or made their own experiences with it.”  
Translation  
Der var min beslutning at få MeeBook til Strandvejsskolen, ford jeg kendte mest til emnet (…) det er min erfaring 
at udvælgelsesmetoden er en smule tilfældig, både her og på andre Københavner skoler. Der er i hvert fald ikke 
officiel foreslået måde at vælge på, så beslutningen er oftest taget af dem der har lyst til at tage den. Mange af de 
ledere og lærere jeg møder har valgt et system fordi nogen andre anbefalede det, som en kollega, en anden skole 
eller fra BUF og Fagligt Center. Meget få mennesker har prøvet mere end det ene system, de ender med at bruge.  

6. Katrine: “Right now it’s expected of us to do our year-plans (årsplaner) in Meebook, which works fine, but it’s no 
different than using SkoleIntra. (…) Other functions that were supposed to be helpful, like creating shared courses 
and content across teacher teams, aren’t working properly yet, so we are in ongoing contact with MeeBook asking 
them to help us. They do listen and help us, but there are things they should have anticipated earlier.”  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Translation  
Pt. forventes det af os at vi laver vores årsplaner i MeeBook. Det virker fint nok, men det er ikke anderledes end at 
bruge Intra. (…) Andre funktioner som kunne være hjælpsomme for os, som at dele forløb og indhold på tværs af 
teams virker ikke endnu. Derfor er vi i løbende kontakt med MeeBook. De lytter og hjælper, men der er godt nok 
nogle ting de burde kunne have forudset ikke virkede.  

7. John: “I don’t think we are lagging behind necessarily, because we have to make sure to get many more people 
onboard. We cannot simply push something like this through.”  
Translation  
Jeg mener ikke vi nødvendigvis halter bagefter. Vi kan ikke bare tvinge ting igennem, når det vedkommer så mange 
mennesker.  

8. John: The beginning of the new year will represent a type of due date. If the choice doesn’t fall on MeeBook, there 
will be a serious rectification and cleaning up to do. Then I can only hope that we have taught the didactics about 
LMS in general well enough, so that the shock doesn’t hit the teachers too hard. (…) Although the default LMS will 
live up to all requirements, I actually liked the idea that the school had different choices. The fewer options, the 
more teachers will have to conform to more or less pre-set didactics, rather than choosing the option that fits them 
best.  
Translation  
Starten af næste år bliver en skæringsdato. Hvis valget ikke falder på MeeBook vil der være en masse 
oprydningsarbejde. I det tilfælde kan vi blot håbe på at lærerne har lært didaktikken omkring digitale 
læringsplatforme godt nok, så chokket ikke rammer dem så hårdt. Selvom den endelige LMS lever op til alle 
kravene, så kunne jeg egentlig godt lide ideen om at skolerne havde flere valg. Jo færre valgmuligheder, jo flere 
lærere vil blive tvunget til at tilpasse sig mere eller mindre til allerede bestemte didaktikker, istedet for at systemet 
tilpasser sig til dem.  

9. Jane: “I have no clue what happens when all teachers really do begin sharing their courses. There will possibly be 
several versions of the same courses which cannot be properly navigated. There will be millions of courses, and we 
risk that it will be impossible to oversee. It is a huge challenge.”  
Translation  
Jeg aner ikke hvad der kommer til at ske når alle begynder at dele deres forløb. Der kommer muligvis til at være 
flere versioner af de samme forløb og det kan man ikke navigere i som det er nu. Der kommer til at være millioner 
af forløb og vi risikerer at det bliver totalt uoverskueligt. Det er en stor udfordring.  

10. Daniel: We risk spending valuable time on an underdeveloped system, instead of fulfilling our core-responsibilities 
of standing in the classroom. Because it is very time consuming in the beginning. And I don’t believe that we have 
to be first-movers but rather hold our horses and observe where development is heading and then jump onboard, 
when we know more about best-practice scenarios”  
Translation  
Vi risikerer at bruge værdifuld tid på et ufærdigt system i stedet for at leve op til vores ansvar i klasseværelset, fordi 
det er så tidskrævende i begyndelse. Og jeg tror ikke på at vi behøver være first-movers men hellere slå koldt vand i 
blodet og observere hvor udviklingen er på vej hen, for så at springe ombord når vi ved mere om hvad der virker.  

11. Daniel: Knowing that we are spending time on a system that also might actually be completely replaced is a major 
cause for reluctance on my part.  
Translation  
Det er meget demotiverende og gør at jeg holder mig tilbage, når jeg ved hvor meget tid vi bruger på et system der 
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måske bliver totalt erstattet.  

12. John: With so many bad examples of national or municipal procured IT systems [e.g. EFI, Amanda], we cannot risk 
another one within the school. It might sound harsh, but places like the teachers’ union would have enjoy it if this 
failed. We have to be sharp and not scare people off.  
Translation  
Med så mange dårlige eksempler på nationale og kommunale indkøbte IT systemer [f.eks. EFI, Amanda] kan vi 
ikke risikere at det samme sker med skolen. Det lyder måske barskt, men steder som lærerforeningen står på spring 
for at kritisere, hvis det fejler. Vi skal være skarpe på den her.  

13. Katrine: Well, it’s an extension of the reform [from 2013]. It’s a decision made at top-level to enforce generally 
better systems, performance management and collecting data. That is the impression I share with many of my 
colleagues both here and in other schools.  
Translation  
Jamen det er jo en klar forlængelse af reformen [Skolereformen 2013]. Det er en beslutning der kommer oppefra 
om at sikre bedre systemer, målstyring og samling af data. Det er fornemmelsen blandt mange af mine kollegaer 
både her og på andre skoler.  

14. Daniel: MeeBook is partly developed to enforce the use of learning goals, and it’s marketed likewise. Goals, goals, 
goals. For me, this makes it political and strongly attitudinal, which is why I am sceptical.  
Translation  
MeeBook bliver sat op med de her læringsmål, og den bliver solgt i forbindelse med læringsmål. Mål, mål, mål. 
Det gør det politisk og holdningsorienteret for mig, og det er jeg skeptisk over for.  

15. Daniel: I probably don’t use MeeBook as it is intended, like by attaching specific learning goals and planning my 
teaching based on them. I don’t require my students to give me feedback. I know what they [the students] have to go 
through, and MeeBook ends up functioning as an online binder, where I put my teaching materials.  
Translation  
Jeg bruger nok ikke MeeBook præcis som det er meningen, som f.eks. at tilføje konkrete læringsmål og planlægge 
min undervisning på den baggrund. Jeg har ikke brug for at mine elever giver mig feedback. Jeg ved hvad de 
[eleverne] skal gennemgå, og MeeBook fungerer mest som et digitalt ringbind hvor jeg putter mine materialer ind 
i.  

16. Daniel: I think it’s an excellent idea to get new systems that cooperate. We as teachers are way to spread out and 
we need something to combine us and our material.  
Translation  
Jeg synes det er en vildt god idé at få nye samarbejdssystemer. Som lærere er vi alt for adspredt og vi mangler 
noget der kan kombinere vores materialer.  

17. Katrine: The elements of LMS that I associate with the 2013 Reform were not really new to me. As a math teacher, I 
already worked with things like visible learning. (…) I am annoyed that MeeBook did not anticipate the need some 
basic functionalities for sharing material.  
Translation  
Elementerne fra MeeBook som jeg forbinder med reformen er rigtige nye for mig. Som matematiklærer brugte jeg 
allerede synlig læring osv. (..) Jeg er mest forbistret over at MeeBook ikke forudså de basale behov vi har for 
deling.  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18. Jane: Yes.. Yes it should. Definitely separate from law 409. Big parts of the BPI should be seen as a confrontation 
with and replacement of an ancient system [Skoleintra].  
Translation  
Ja.. Ja, det skal det. Helt sikkert seperat fra lov 409. Mest af alt skal Brugerportalsinitiativet ses som en 
konfrontation med et oldnordisk system [Skoleintra].  

19. Jane: (…) speaking particularly about LMS, its inherent methods could be seen as coupled together with the 
reform, because it deals with visible learning, team-cooperation and time optimisation. Those you could see as 
reform-specific characteristics. But that’s it. (…) Mostly I see MeeBook and other systems as valuable didactical 
tools for multimodality, sharing of material, and better planning of courses with integrated learning goals  
Translation  
Når vi taler konkret om digitale læringsplatforme, så kan man godt se nogle af dets metoder som koblet sammen 
med reformen, fordi det beskæftiger sig med synlig læring, team-samarbejde og tidsoptimering. Disse kan man godt 
se sammen med reformen. Men det er også det. (…) Mest af alt ser jeg MeeBook og lignende systemer som 
værdifulde didaktiske værktøjer for multimodalitet, deling af materialer og bedre forberedelse af undervisning med 
integrerede læringsmål.  

20. John: I say to the teachers that MeeBook provides overview and better structuring of teaching, and being closer to 
the students. Cooperation and sharing of materials. When we have less time for preparing our courses, sharing will 
be crucial, but it scares some teachers to not make all their own material. I an ideal world we can also make mini-
evaluations, and automatically process data in learning-goals-managed education  
Translation  
Jeg siger til lærerne at MeeBook giver bedre overblik og struktur for undervisning, og at vi kan være tættere på 
eleverne. Samarbejde og deling af materialer. Når vi nu har mindre tid til forberedelse af forløbene vil deling være 
vigtigt, men det skræmmer nogle lærere ikke at lave alt deres eget materiale. I den idelle verden kommer vi også til 
at kunne lave mini-evalueringer og automatisk databehandling inden for læringsmålsstyret undervisning.  

21. Jane: It has to ensure the possibility of being more than an online book, and as teachers we have to benefit from the 
what it can do. Most importantly it is crucial that it allows space for the individual teacher’s didactics, so that we 
hold on to diversity in teaching. Otherwise going to school will be boring.  
Translation  
Det skal sørge for at eleverne ikke bare bruger IT som en online bog, og vi skal lære at se hvad det give os som 
lærere. Vigtigtst af alt skal det give plads til en enkelte lærers didaktik, så vi sikrer mangfoldigheden i 
undervisningen. Ellers bliver det kedeligt at gå i skole.  

22. Jane: MeeBook is definitely a time-saver for me, because I prefer using four hours planning the next couple of 
months. Many teachers prefer planning more ad hoc and they are not thrilled with changing that. I believe that 
courses are better if they are planned like I do, and the teachers that feel pressured in this regards have to figure 
out how to adjust. In time MeeBook should be able to accommodate both needs, but some teachers will have to 
adapt since year- and studentplans are becoming mandatory to make.  
Translation  
MeeBook sparer helt sikkert mig tid, fordi jeg foretrækker at bruge fire timer i streg på at planlægge de næste par 
måneder. Mange lærere foretrækker en mere ad ho planlægning og de er ikke særlig glade for at ændre på det. Jeg 
tror på at kurser bliver bedre hvis de planlægges som jeg gør det, og lærerene føler sig pressede til at finde ud af at 
tilpasse sig. Med tiden bør MeeBook være i stand til leve op til begge behov, men nogle lærere vil blive tvunget til 
at tilpasse sig, i og med års- og elevplaner bliver obligatoriske at bruge.  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23. John: There are and will be several details concerning the current and future implementation of learning 
management systems that the teachers won’t know about. I don’t spend a lot of time explaining the teachers all the 
elements, because most of those things aren’t important for them. I don’t think they know about the requirements 
specifications for the potential new system either.  
Translation  
Der er og vil blive ved med at være adskillige detaljer omkring den nuværende og fremtidige implementering af 
digitale læringsplatforme, som lærerne ikke vil vide noget om. Jeg bruger ikke en masse tid på at forklare lærerne 
alle detaljerne, fordi de ikke er relevante for dem at vide. Jeg tror heller ikke de ved noget om kravspecifikationen 
for det nye system heller.  

24. Jane: John introduced MeeBook to us and told us to get acquainted with it.  
Translation  
John introducerede MeeBook til os og fortalte os at vi skulle lære det at kende.  

25. Daniel: Primarily John was the one with the experience, so he brought it here.  
Translation  
Det var primært John der havde erfaringen, så han tog det med til skolen.  

26. John: We are currently implementing student plans step by step, because I thought it would come back to bite us, if 
we threw everybody in the deep end at the same time. Even though we should have everybody up and running if we 
are going to make the deadline for full implementation. But for now everybody is free to test the function, and then 
a few are using it regularly. It’s all about knowing what works now and for who, and implement based on that. We 
need some spokespeople in the teachers’ lounge.  
Translation  
Pt. implementerer vi elevplaner et skridt af gangen, fordi jeg mente at det ville komme tilbage og bide os, hvis vi 
smed alle ud på det dybe vand på samme tid. Selvom vi bør have alle oppe og køre, hvis vi skal nå deadline for fuld 
implementering, så er alle nu fri til at teste det. Der er nogle få der bruger det regelmæssigt. Det hele handler om 
at vide hvad der virker og for hvem, og så implementere videre på den bagggrund. Vi skal bruge talspersoner på 
lærerværelset.  

27. John: Everybody had equal possibility to come and talk to the counsellors about the LMS last year, and we made it 
very clear that they should test it, to be read for the mandatory use of year plans. If they didn’t show up, it’s not for 
a lack of communicating the burning platform to them.  
Translation  
Alle havde lig mulighed for at komme og tale med vejlederne om MeeBook sidste år, og vi gjorde det meget klart at 
de burde teste det så de kunne blive klar til den obligatoriske brug. Hvis de ikke dukkede op, er det ikke i mangel på 
at fortælle dem hvor vigtigt det var.  

28. Daniel: Many teachers felt overwhelmed by the mandatory use starting in August 2016, and myself included spent 
time over the holidays getting acquainted with MeeBook alone, because the official window for counselling had 
closed.  
Translation  
Mange lærere føler sig overvældet over den obligatoriske brug i august, og mig selv inklusiv brugte tid over ferien 
på at blive bekendt med MeeBook, fordi det officielle vindue for at få vejledning var lukket.  

29. Daniel: I put in my plan for the year, but I rarely really follow it. I have plenty of supplementing activities that I 
don’t put into MeeBook although I could. Sometimes because I like the spontaneity, but mostly because it doesn’t 
affect my teaching where it’s located.  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Translation  
Jeg putter min årsplan ind, men jeg følger den sjældent. Jeg har masser af supplerende aktivitier som jeg ikke 
putter in i MeeBook, selvom jeg kunne. Nogen gange fordi jeg holder af spontanitet, men mest fordi det ikke 
påvirker min undervisning hvor materialet er lokaliseret.  

30. Daniel: I think the people implementing this would say I’m on the right track in adapting to the system, regardless 
of how little I’m following the plans. At least the plans are there, and I know how to make them.  
Translation  
Jeg tror at de mennesker der står for implementeringen ville sige at jeg er på rette vej, når det kommer til at 
tilpasse mig systemet, uanset om jeg springer årsplanen over. I det mindste ligger den derinde, og jeg ved hvordan 
jeg opretter den.  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